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processin_ are done _hi!e the cost of transporting to market diminishes.,

Consequently more foreign exchange: ta.xes and employment are generated

as mere stages are traversed .L'._ti_e industry°

Closely related tc the stage of the mineral industry are its

characteristics which may provide additional insight into the behavior

of the industry,

Characteristics of the Mineral Industry

The mineral industry is said to be area specific_ risky_

capital intensive_ exhaustible and associated with long lead time°

The fact that minerals are finite_ exhaustible or wasting

assets generates concern over th{_ir future availability and raises

the question of equity of ,allocation within and between generations..

Two views on exhaustion --the. physical and economic - are helDfu! in

understanding this problem.

Under the physical view it is held that since the mineral

supply is finite and since demand is increasing exponentially then

supply would hav,_ to be depleted sooner or later, Applied to the
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existing reserves of minerals (and energy) _'ieadows,Donella etoal.

(1972) painted a very grim picture of fut_,__emineral supply.

For instance,, a't 1972-1_i_74rate of consumption on!y_ the

reserves of a few minerals will last a hundred years or more at zero

growth rat_:_f_if consumption grows at 5°0% per annum_ Only potash

could last for a hundred years while only three (out of 30).would

last about fifty years_ at 10% annual growth of consumption only

potash will last more than 50 years while the remaining 2g minerals

_ill have their reserves consumed for less than 40 years_ many in less

than 20 years.

When the nressure of exponenti_l growth of consumption was

= _ ¢_ all_,_p:l_d to the metals contained• in the accessible IDortion of the

earth_'s crust down,,to three km_ regardless of whether they can be

economically extracted or not (resource base), it was discovered that at

5o0% growth mate me)st _n_tal.swill be exhausted in about 300 years_ and

at 10_ 0% growth mate most metals could not last for 200 years (Tilton

J.}_ _ 1977:,p ° 12--13_

Such a bleak scenario of mineral is questioned on several

counts First_ reserves are very conservative estimates of mineral

supply since they measure only what are known economic deposits°

However resource base is perhaps an upper limit for available minerals
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First, the raw mat,_rials .Formi_in_ are mainly ore reserves_,

But at best reserves can only be estimated and are therefore al_ays

associated with errors° The best _stimated r.<_scr,vesusually differ

from the true value by about 2 ,_ (Mc,Kinstry_ II _.1948 ) so that very

expensive plants and <.quipment may be inst.n3.1edc,n!y to run c.ut of

ores before investments are recovered_ Greater, uncez_ta_i,nties_

however_ are associaZed in the search fez,ore bodies (exploration

stage) which may be developed later into resel_ves,.

Study of the operations of large mining companies with high

level of technical expertise indicates the uncertainties _nd costa

associated with exploration (Morgan_ D.Ao:, 1970_ p. 305-324).

(1) In a terrain comparable to the Basin RanKe

Province of the USA the change of discovering
a property that will yield _ltotal revenue

of $i00 million was roughly i in iS0_ and

f,:_sa deposit ten times as i[_rge the odd s
was 1 in !000o

(2) Study based on _,86Z prop<_rties in Canada and.
28_ mining districts in the US}_"indicated that

the chance of discovering _ deposit of $50
million or !arger was about 1-7%,

(3) A ccr_pany spending $1:._00 _,000 to $3_000,000

net year in mineral exp!o_.oationand research
should have a better than 50% chance of success

in exploring in many different geological

_.nvironment within say 6-10 years°
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(4) Large companies £enerally spend 3-20%

(generally less -than 10%),of their cash

flow before tax on exploration and research

but small mining firms spend: more in their

effort to sumvive and improve their position.

(5) On the average at 40% tax rate and 9% interest

the present value of exploration costs at the

point of decision to produce is $31 million

while the cost of development and construction
amount to 855 million,,

Experiences in the Philippines suppoz,t the findings above°

For instance: i-twas reported -that _out of 1,000 exploration ventures

initiated only 7 proceeded to production_ and of these only 2 became

profirable_ ;_ Again M_o Henry Brimo cited c_at _._o From 1933 to

1938 at least 800 Philippine mining companies .probably examined at

least 8000 prospects (a conservative estimate indeed_)_ 0nly 42

reached the production stcge_ 4 are still operating though only 2

are profitable,, _ These data indicate that exploration risks incurred

in the Phil_.ppines are higher,-than those._repom-ted for high caliber

large mining companies abroad_ a situation t__at we should expect

since v_y few'local firms, i_t all are at par with "the best in

the world.,

As the above data indicate_-the high risks associated with

the exploration and development stages indeed set the mineral

industry fmom the rest of other industries,
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Another risk that is p2_,ticularly patent to the mineral and

other nat'u_,_alresource industz,ies may b<: called political risks°

What these risks a_?e_ or what they consist ef_ may be gleaned fmom

the words nf an in_ternation_:_leconomisz who has studied the African

mine._al industries for a lon_< time (Armstl_ong,.Winifred_ 1974),

_o ,Western and Japanese mining companies ar,=reluctant

to put their money in Africa for fear the: rules will

be ohange_ s_on thereafter and they will either lose

their investments c,r make it back too slowly with too
little control...

.. ,And indeed the trend toward .{_fricangovernment to

acquire shames and even majomity o_nership in hereto-

fore fc,r_'-..igno'_ed companies-mineral and petroleum

bein,{ prime targets-,bezan in the late 1960so At least
2E Afric=.n court'criesh_ve nationalized one or more

firms° A r.ece_,tlypubllshed United Nations Survey

showed _ body count of !_975com_anics nationalized
in 62 countries arou.nd the world since 1960o.o

The risks_ i#_._..s_._:_ce{;rn_.is":soff ch.a::;gesin rul_s _cverning

mineral invest:,_entso Ti'__..i.sis dis!uzqcing bec_._.!s,,_the f__asibility of

a Droject must be eval_;.at,,:-iaccording, to _ set c.frules _ if they
o

change before the lif..'_of th2 proj_et "'7 '_'_*,,._,::.,_L.,_i_-henit_s p_ofitabi!ity

may be in question. Therefore frequent eh__nge.sin rules affecting

the mineral indust_[es is repugnant both to foreign and local

investors. For instance_ mepresentatives of th,_ local mining

industry state that
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°_he st.abi!ity o:c"g._ve:___nmentpolicies was one if

net th_ most im'oor:tan.: fact.or nec_s:_v .for ler, g run
dev<::!opm¢-_c.Y,:of the minillg industry., The ad hoc

ch._nge_ _n government regul...'.tic,_!sand policies have

adver_eiy affect,.._.dall .-_t_:emptsby mining compani.3s

to plan ]_ong-.menge.,upsettin& profitability pr<']eet-

ions _.finan.c!ng s,._hemesaz:d foreign in_¢e_tment

calcul.._.rionso,o({._::,,"..,!9'7:_:.po 2).

What makes 'the minemal industry paz:tic,alarly susceptible to

political risks is the perceptien that minerals are part of the

national heritage that are exhaustible and non-renewable and therE-

fore the people must Extract from then maximum welfare possible°

Perception of welfare o_'_what is good to the people f_equently changes

anJ hence rules intended to safeguard :national welfare do likewise,

The adverse effect of abrupt pelicy e_'anges in many co:.mtries

_esu.l_ing in drastic reduction in production and r_serves are well

documented (Moran:, T,., 1973: International Monetary Fund_ 1973[,

Tilton_ :.E, 19'77)_

9ap_'-_iIntf>/i_sit_e:}!dLon,e:Lead Time

P

•Discussion of the various stages c.:the mineral industry

suggest that the mineral industry _.equires large investments°

Although the exploration $:tage is quite expensive_ deve!opment._

smelting _n :_,refining stages are ail the more expensive. The capital

intensity in the mineral industry is strc.ngly indicated by the projects

listed b_lcw o
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Iron Mine and Pelletizing P!Ttnt in Fire Lake, Quebec

(on stream in 19'77) _i51i.?_i.!lJ.,on

Cerro Colorado Copper P_oj_,.ctin P,'_."_,_maMining un to
concentl-ate (1977) - _.E00 milli_._n

Dizon Gold-Copper Project in Z_.-_mbaies_,R,P._ Mining

to c_ncentrates (i97£) - $100 :_il_l.io:_

PASAR Copper Smelter Project in !s_--,bei_Ley_te, R,P,.
(1980) - $350 million

Alumin_m Smelte___ Complex. Isab_.__Leyte RoP., [1980)
$450 million

The capital intensity of the miueral industry becomes more

obvious if we realize tha_ on the aver,e_ge it takes a _55_.000 invest-

ments in fi_<_._dassets to create a job i_:_the _inera! industry against

the _15_000 p_-_rworker in the other industries° (CRC_ 1975_ p. 68)

Mineral projects being ].,,--,,rge,and complex take long time to

plan_ finance and eonstruct_ Large f;._oc.j_etslike the Toq.uepala

Copper_ Project in Peru and Cerro Co±o._,::,¢<-_ _ in Panama took at least 10

years before full producti_rn was attain,-.:d,Many copper mines in the

Philippines !i,_,:_Mareopper,, Sto, Niti.cc.f Baguio Go!d_ Surigao._ Samar_

Batong Buhay, Dizon and Bobok of Bengu_:.:tCcrporation took about 10 years

to develop before they became pm,,-ductiv,:_(CRC:, 1973, p, 7),
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Loca'tioR 8 :;:.::_c i fic

Another imporZaat charact_ristic of 'themineral industry is

that the mine can only be built where the cre occurs. This means

that most ....mining oper_rions :_re ge.nerally located in hinterlands

which are usually inaccessible via the public roadSoo. _ (CRC:, 1973_

p0 i) because ores ame generally found in mountains which are far

removed from well-established settlements° Consequent!y_ the mining

firms have to build roads to connect to the neares_ existing govern-

ment roads _ along with townships ; hospitals _ schools, power and water

system and recreational facilit:;.es: among others._ to induce vorkers

tc stay Hence two important conclusions may be deduced from the

location of mines in the hinterlands_ First: it is obvious that

mining firms spend a large amount on what may be called social

infrastructures and amenities _ich are not diPec<ly connected with

production° Second, by providing _ nuc!e<:s of economic and social

activities in an area where they did not exist before _r.dby linking

it with roads _o _ore develo[,ed - ' " {-__mmm_unlt_._._nearby_ a mining firm

serves _s an agent of pupal Or CO'd_'ltry Si_,!£_ devel©pment_ perhaps

unwittingly. If such activities will be merged with the government's

develonment plan in a [,ivan mineral diszrict more profound and lasting

changes may be achieved°
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BASIC CONCEPTS AND PRINC[PLES

This chapt_r covers the basic concepts and principles relating

to mineral demand and supply. Factors cff:_ctinZ demand are first

discussed:_ followed by a more extensive discussion of supply concepts

and theories g.._verningtheir behavior, ]-]mphasisis given on the

supply aspect since minerals differ from other commodities more on

the supply than on the demand side°

Mineral Demand

Several concepts are important in understanding mineral demand,_

They. are the mark_t _ ._r_.__,__,concentration _.substitution_ intensity

of use and cyclical vo!atilit_ _

Mar]<.:;tan,.] P__ic.(.._s

Mim_rals are in't_rn,._.ti<'__.:_:_,lcommodities so th__t they are sold

in th,e world m_rket at Prices which ar_2 relat,_d by tmansport_tion and

handling costs,, Of the Zota]. v.ziue of commodities moving in world

trade in the _{az'ly1960's_ 26 percent was mineral, About 40 percent

of these m-{nerals originate from developing countrias which are

exported to industrialized countries,, P]inera!s sold by developinE,

countries _are usually in the form of crudely processed ores or m_tals
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whereas exp.:<_tsfp(m_,devel,:;pedcountries _-_remore highly proce;ssed,.

In bulk and value_ ]?_troleum is d,:::,<?:_nt_followed by iron ore and

steel_ bau,,:it._and a!umina_ and the t:_aditional hi!_;hvzlued nonferrous

metals such as ccpper:, tin, zinc_ lead_ zold and silver. (McCaskill:_

J,_Co. 1976_ po 73-123)

Much of the minerals moving in inte_:,national trade are bound

either by long term or short term contx_acts_ Short term contracts

:3renegotiated every year while long term contr'aets are made to last

:formore than a year_ on the average for abc u_c five years. Due to

man_, uncertainties in the market frequent renego_-iations of the terms

of contr_.ct_ particul_rly prices and volumes_ are made. (Santos_ T._

!.g:,s)

A sma!;[er volume of r_fi'ned mel-ei:_is seld in cc_modities

markets such a.s the ],c_ndc.nMet_!_lExch.::_n;__e(LME) and the New York

Commodity _;:_,r,.-,_ .._- (COI'<EX)° _ "q_.:s<.:::.o.:i:,.k-et._zrc_.essentially competitive

and hence thgir prices reflect the deT,,;and.-sup<;lyimbalances in the
P

market even if they rep_?esent but a small volume (10-20%) of -the metals.

Metals like gold.: si!ver,._copper:, tin::,l<_a4.__._,_ndzinc are traded in

these exehanges_ Another type of mar!<et ,_xists in the United States

wherein prices ar,z administered by producers and are set to reflect

'the more stable long term movement of pric_%s,. (Gluschke_ etoal.

1979. p. 9:_ Tilton,.,J.Eo_ 1977),
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Prices in the various m_e;kets cited above perform functions

more than just p:oicin_ the _,mai!.w-;lume of metals sold in them.

They ame used as refe-_en.cesfern pricing t]_e jr,eater volume o'_?metals

that are bound in short and !oug tem_'_lco:_-i.r<-?_cts

Cencentrat ion

Prices are affected by the, degree of monopoly in the

market° High degree of control ef supply by few producers

(consumers) could give them the power to dictate prices°

Studies on the concentration of production indicate a large

number of minerals ar_ organized alon@, aligopely lines { for instance

fo_L._ biggest producers accounted fo? 99 percent of platinum_ 82 per-

cent of nickel;, 80 percent of phospha,t,_s_ 73 percenZ of chromite_

86 percent of ccbalt_ CO percenz of copper and 48 percent of iron

ore. $imil_rly,o!i,.zopolistic situaticn obtains in the buyer's

m_-ket. N._t_ithst_nding the high degma<i of concentration it

appears that _o dominant producer or, cor's'.imerwho could dictate

prices exists (Johnson_ C J0_ 19"7{:_,po ]0-84] G!uschke_ 1979)_
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Subst itut ion

The dem_nd for min_r_l_ derives f_om the d_nand for the

goods and '_ _-_se..w_es which are produced out of them° For instance

copper is de_._andedbecause it tr._nsmits eiectr,iclty or mes:_a_:es

efficiently' there is no demand far copper .p_l_lSeo In short_ any

matGria! like a mineral is demanded for the function it serves in a

product or process° It is for this reason that substituion is

universal _mong minerals° Aluminum substitutes for copper in electrical

transmission just as aluminum and plastics substitute for steel in

car n_nufacture and structural constructions. Aside from the substi-

tution of materi,_.Isin the same product or process_ a product or

process may be mep!aced by a radically different means of achieving

the function it D_:rforms such as the transmission of long distance

messages b.f sattelite rath_r than underground cables° The first type

may be called mat,srial substitution while the second may be called

functional substituion °

Substitution is important because the use of relatively

abund_.nt material in place of increasingly scarce materials help

offset and may even postpone indefinitely the tendency for real

material cost_ to rise due t_= depletion., Since 'substitution plays

a role in growth o£ material demand it has t=_ be considered in fore _-

casting future requirements° Factoms affecting substitution_ among
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others _ are p_elative prices_ government r,,-gu!ation_ consumer p_efer-

ence,._ t¢.chnological inn_svations and pmcduct competition. (J,,E°

Tilton_ 1_J79)

Intensity of Use

Intensity of use refers to the material cost of producing a

unit of national product. It may be defined in terms_ say_ of kilo -,_

grams of copper consumed to produce a d_:!lar of GNP. Defined in

this fashicn_ intensity of usc_.descuibes an inverted U--shaped locus

when plottc_d against per capit_-n,income° This is called the'law"of

materials de_im_nd,,Such behavior reflects the changing structure of

a nationVs economy° In the ear]_y stag,_s of a country's development

ra_idly increasing u,?.-_of minemals take place as infrastructures are

built such as roads_ b_idges_ buildings and heavy industries dams and-

power, plants_ among oth0rs. A_ _kat'ur,_stages of economic growth is

approached_ the r.at_:_of ec,ns_.tmptiono-_FT__:_teri_!d.sdiminishes until

a maximum !oval is reached, thus economic ac1:ivities increasingly focused

:n less material consuming service activities. (Maienbaum_ W_ 1975)
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_,!ar_ydifficulties_ both of min_:_al produce:_s and consumers_

are moore6 iD the wide and unpredictable fluctuations of mineral

demand ar:d Dr:ices, a phenomenon w_ call cyclical volatilityo Among

eL..s_l-the important factors affecting it are low short run price _ _"

cities of supply and demand, and large income elasticities. (JoEo

_r{lton, 197'7)

Minerals have low short _'u"_price elasticity of supply,. As

long as excess capacity cxist:_ mineral supply is responsive to price

changes0 How_v_::_._as _L_'_="l_ capacity is approached_ even verv_ large

price increases ma}_ uor be effective in e].iciting substantial

increases in production _inc_ a long "time Jn.tervenes between th,c

decis_.on to produce and actual DroiuctJ.cn, Similarly_ the demand

for minera:[s does not respond -to pr.(ce ::,hK_rJ_{'eswell beca,u:_e us,_rs have

fixed plant c_Ipacities kJ_:i_bre<_uir;,:_......._ t,:....... :,. ]_::_.........L_p:,.n_. Even if

substitutes _...... . . .._y av.--::ilabla_t api:>_,opri._i:,_::, pr_.ees existin:£ facilities

will not be ._cm•appe.d-_t so !on_ •_svar_,_-_,:_costs can be mecovered.

Or at the least substantial costs and time a_?e involved in retoo!ing

and retraining wol_kers in ,_rd_r to use a subst__1:urematerial.
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On the other hand:, as ec._nomic activities expand the demand

for capital and durable goods into _Fn._ichmine.ral,__re made expand°

During contre_ctionary period_ th_ demand fore capi_:a! and durable goods

likewise decline_ The demand curves for minirals.. -therefore,, shift

frequently in respo_.iseto. the changing phases of the business oycle_

thus accounting for the cyclical volatility of dem_nd and prices°

The amplitude of the fluctuation in demand and prices is

exacerbated by a number of factors, These are_ the increasing

synchronization of the business cycles in the developed countries._

speculation and stockpiling activities° The effect of the first is

self-explanatory but some explana-tien may be needed for the last two,

When mineral prices are deci.ining_ fabricators anticipate

further decline so that th,.:_:ydraw from e:_:istingstocks instead, of

buying in the market, hoping t-_ buy :_,ta late_:"time° Stocking when

_..
supply is abudant does not make sens,_ since no advantage can be gained

while it e._itailscosts. But _,-_sp_ices _)c,::eupward_ consumers rush to
P

the market to buy theim current r_quirements ._sthey stock up -too for

future use, Although fabricators are more concerned with lowering

costs than making profits their behavior parallel that of the true

speculatSr_, who try to make profits by "sellinf short" when prices

are moving down _-_nd_'buying ].:_ng_ when prices are moving up o
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Certain governments stockpil_-_a number of materials to ,avoid

the adverse effect of shortages or emi_argo<_s,on their military pre-

paredness aad economics. Since the vo!um_s involved are substantial_

the s,_oc]<pJ.lingactivities could stimulate prices to move upwards.

However_ when the stcckpiiing authori.ties withdraw from the market_

that portion of supply which came about in response to stockpiling

will remain unsold and cause a [{lut in the market forcing prices to

move do%on,,

STOCK CONCEPTS OF MINERAL SUPPLY

(OR LONGRUN MINERAL SUPPLY)

Resource Concepts

How much mineral m_,y be available in a given p!acc and time is

certainly a eruci,a! question in I_',inera_[econo_ics_ But this brings us

to the mo_3e fundamental question of }-',c,wmuch mineral stocks do we

really have in the ground,, Aiter_natiwJly_ we can ask; what are the

measures of mineral stocks? Ultimately_ therefore_, it is necessary

to claY_ify the commonly misunderstood concepts of mineral stocks, viz.

resources and resource base° The foli::_wingdiscussions are base4 on

the [_aper by Brcoks_ D. (1976) which r_,,_iewedextensively the
concepts

as •used by different authors.
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The v,..-n-iousmineral stock conc,._.p<smay be defined within two

important dimel_sions. The first is "ti:,_cost---picicc(c'ost/price)

dimension which capt_ares "the effects of i:_:_,ct.o:esthat influence the

prices or the costs of producing mine-,__aisoAn,other dimensi<>n

indicates the degree of geologic certainty (p_-,obabili'ty)one can

attach to estimates of mineral stocks° The la'tte._TM dimension implies

that mine;-al stock concepts can net Le measured absolutely_ they can

only be. estimated° Considering the volatility of mineral, prices and

the diversity of factors affecting c'osts_ one realiz_:s that mineral

stocks estimates are changeable and that th{sy are net only subj_._ctto

the influence of physico-ch<_-',micalforces but are highly susceptible_

toc._ to soclal_ political a_,d i_c..snomicfactors°

Reserves ,znd .Resources

On _'_',_._t_Oasis of increasing cos-_-priee _ati<_mineral stocks

may be class:[fied in-to reserves _,submam_]inal resources_ and latent

resources,. R_.-se.cvesconsists of rain.or.a!,stocks which are economically

exploitable under existin_ Zechnc'iogico, economic._ social an4.

politic_7.1conditicns° A gmoup of mineral deposits:, submarginal

resources_ may not be economic to extract under present conditions _

but may become economic if som{_ improvement in teehnclog'cal_ economics.

social or political conditions come about_ Very _ubstartlal improve-
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ment in c,:._st.-griceraZic b__,oughtabo_=t bF -technologic_l innovations_

more fe.vor...-nbieprices_ or _,:_:_:"es'i:<Lblc:_.=.',,...cio..pr.,liticaiconditions may

t___ansforml-_tent mes<_umces into r,.:-sepv...s,l:[c.tcthat !atenr resources

may mov,a upward t,._submc..r,;_:inalr_-sou_ces or. even to rese_ves_ and

converse!y._ reserves may move downward to. submarginal or, latent

resource cate$:)ry depending on the cost-.price situ{._tions°

Identified and UndiscovePsd Resourc_s

Using the geo.!o;;icdimension reserves; submarginal resources

and latent resources >_ay be divided "into identified and disc=,vered,

Certainty of knowl_dg_, about the miner r,l stock is high for the

identified reseur,es but low for the undiscovered, Minerals under

undiscovered category may be elevated to identified by exploration_

i,.a_ greater geologic certairt{ _._b,_t;rineral.s_ocks c:._nbe had by

investments in e:_plorntion

Resource 2_ase
o

Fin_lily another impn}?tanr mineral stock concept 'not defin._-abie

within th_._ ,".... ' _" e'_ 1._-'_ mu<,+ _. _ "_ _ _C..,st-:.,l_e-,p:O_.gl,.dim_nsisn .....be .ccogr,ls_,,. This is

tb.e _esource base. This concept disregard the economic dimension but

is mainly based on technological and physico-chemical factors, it

reflects the upper limit of a giveT, resource based on existing and
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The A tmo s_eSie -

Finally_ thc atmosphere _ __ ,_uo.._.St._©-.__.[Lementsin the gaseous
-T.

forms. Among the abudant elements in the atmosphere and their;\

average proportion are nitrogen (75.52%):_ oxygen (23.14%)_ argon

(1o29%)_ and carbon d_oxide (0.05%)o Other elements are ne{_n_ helium_

krypton, hydrogen, xenon and radon. Analyses of these elements may

also be done fcr various localities to establish how much of each may

be available.

Mineral Products Without Limitation

It is clear Prom the preceding section that vast amounts of

metals and other elements can be derived from ordinary rocks, sea

water and the atmosphere. Elements in sea water nnd the atmosphere

are even being constantly replenished° Hence ordinary rocks_ sea

water and the atmosphere could become sou_,c_s of mineral products

witho1_ limitations_ When these resources become economically

feasible (as m_.gnesium_ sodi_n> chiomine_ cxygen_ and nitrogen are

already)_ the cost of pmoducing stock will. become negligible.

Consequently_ exploration as well as exhaustion_ may be elimiated0
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Extraction of mJ'.neralsfrom resourc_s without limit is

completely analogous to manufacturing... Decision on the recovery of

mineral products will be based largely o_ plant costs_ not natural

resource costs.

Resources without limitations set the upper limit en the

pmices that can be obtained from conventional sources of supply_

This can not exceed the cost of <_xtractlon from geoloF_ieally

unlimited source for it will be tapped as soon __s prices reach a

level high eno_gh to make it pl_cfitabl_.

Long Run SupD!y Functic, n of Minerals

Discussions on the st_c.k concepts of minerals can s_rwa as

basis for deducing at least _he shape of the long run supply of

minerals _, However_ it is im_ortant to _irst explain what short

medium and long run mean:

There are two important eJ_=ments that determine the time

frame of mineral production-, namely ......_-ceserves. __ t:_ and the mine

capacity_ Depending on the various characteristics :_._fa mineral

deposit such zs its size_ type or mineral_ it is possible to identify

certain time horizons during which (1) neither reserve,3 nor, mine

capacity:, or (2) either reseives o_ mine capacity ,:,'.n3y,or (3) both
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reserves and mine capacity can be increase,i,, These time frames may

be respectively referred to as the shor_ run_ medium run and long

run.

In deducing the long run supply curve of minerals the following

principles are essential:

(1) All stock concepts are mere estimates and therefore

subject to errors° Some stocks are more precisely determined than

others_

(2) Stocks defined from the cost price point of view_ vizo_

reserves_ submarginal and latent resou_rces are associated with

uncertainties a_ising from estimates of prices and costs°

(8) Stocks defined based on geolcgic knowledge such as known

and undiscovered reserves a_e associated mainly with uncertainties in

the estimates of sizes and gredes0

(4) At least for some minerals_ at a certain level of costs_

a virtually limitless amo1_nt of resources may be available which tend

to define the upper limit of prices for the minemals.

(5) As lower quality (higher costs) resources become economic_

supply expands very considerably.
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The preceding principles imply that the long run supply of a

mineral ideal].y appears like a zigzag _curve w as shown in Fig. 2.

Here the supply _:curve'_is shown as indeed composed, of a series of

broken bands with varying widths indicating the-cost-price uncertainties.

In addition_ similar bands are associated with the horizontal.

components of the band which indicat_ the geologic indeterminancies

of resource estimates° The uppermost band represents the upper

limit to which all prices converge, The step-lie cheracter of the

bands_ Which increase in width towards hill.her!_vel_ indicate the

general trend that more resources can become available at higher,

costs. .Al'_ernatively_ it implies that- the price elasticity of supply

increases as price increases and evc:_napproaches infinity as the level

of limitless resources is reached,,

Further iT,]plications ,zf t%::__upp/.y funcrlon have bearings on

how supply may be expanded S_pp.hy ..,':':.:_be expanded _ither by movement

along.,the cost/pl_iee d_imension el_-ale:_g the geologic d].me'_'._,_sion_Since

costs may be influenced by te<_hnoio_ical improvement _by improvement
m

of human skills by developm_;.nt of infrastructures; by easy credit_ or

by government policies and since prices are moreover affected by

product improvement_ access to market and government policies_ among

others,_ then any or all these factors may be managed to expand

supply. Similarly, expansion c_f suppl_- can also be effected by
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decreasing uncertainties about mineral deposits as can be done by

increasing investments in basic geologic information and exploration°

Suffice _t to say for the n_ment that proper understanding of the

deduced supply function can be used to explain a number of resource

phenomena and broadly predict mineral r'eso_ce behaviouz, o This

supply function can therefore be used for policy making°

Economic Theory of Mineral Production

This section sets down briefly the facts and. principles that

govern the behavior of a mineral industry or firm. IT identifies and

discusses the motive force tha't impels nLinera! production to move one

way or the other_ deduces the conditions fo_ equilibrium_ and presents

some possible solutions for determining how much and when t.o produce

and at what price_, Discussio_is in this section are mainly based on

the excellent r_view by }-_o'rse_C.(197_)_ inspired by Gordon_ Ro_

(1975),, and assured by Solow, R_ (1971_)_

Sources of Rent

A mineral deposit is very much like any man-made capital such

as a truck or a petrochemical plant° Both a man-mad_ capital and a

mineral deposit provide streams of ben_%f:[tsor useful semvices over
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time which te_minate at some future time. They differ_ however_ in

the sense that the man,-made canital is reproducible while a mineral

deposit is exhaustible° A unit of mineral extracted from the ground

is lost from the miner forever_ so that the mineral becomes scarcer

as more are produced. Consequently_ a rational operator will not

produce mineral unless the price exceeds costs_ or he realizes

positive rent because he could always postpone production and reserve

the mineral until such time when rents can be realized. The reservation

of mineral for future production is essentially an act of investment

in mineral resources _tivated by the desire to earn rent. In order

to understand mineral rent more deeply a discussion cf the source of

rent follows°

Assuming competitive _arket conditions in the short run a firm

may find itself charging a pmice that exceeds the cost of production_

i.e°_ a.surpluso If such s.ris_s from natural resources it is called

rent_ but if it is realized _:',ommzn.-made capital it is called either

quasi-rent or pure profit. Our main concern a-tpresent is rent.

We can distinguish three kinds of r,ents_ t!_e Malthusian_ Ricardian_

and rent ,_ueto exhaustion.
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Under the Malthusian scheme_ !o.n@_(or i_inera! resources) are

homogeneous in quality and fixed in a1_'_oun't0In the early stage of

production enough land are available fo_,,anF use_, and it will be used

to the point where the marginal _ro_:_c_ is ,_..... zero ii_iivenany mix of

labor and capital° Under the situation land is essentially a free

good and its opportunity cost om th,._re_:u_._from one best alternative

employment is zero_ and no price can be charged for the use of the

land. However_ when all land were under cultivation a price can be

charged for the use of a unit° In fact_ users will be willing to i,_ay

a price for use of the land because of the resulting resource scarcity_

this pmice may be called Malthusian rent_, It is the cost of using

a finite resource which has become scarce rel_tive to the demand it

is facing _

Ricardian system_ L<._we_zer_presumes-that resot_ces (minerals)

are "_elative!y limitless but are of different economic quality. That

is_ the costs of production fzom different pieces of land are different_

which may aris@ due to variation in femti!ity_. !oce_tion and other

attributes. Given the technol©_y and th,] level of labor and capital

employment_ there is always some piece of _]_andwhich yield zoo.c,r<%nto

Fo_ land better than marginai_ the nrice of the product exceeds costs,

This surplus resulting from the differences in resource quality is

called Ricardian rent.
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Finally. in the exploitation of exhaustible resources such as

minerals_ rent must be a logical condition for production° As a

finite exhaustible reso1_,ee is produced _!nd used it is depleted and

becomes scarcer3 hence its price rises° A producer_ therefore+ must

decide whether to produce now or in the f_t_,e knowing that if a

certain minimum surplus is not realizable now it will be in the

future° Hence a rational producer must charge a +_reservation price _'

for producing now instead of in the future. This reservation price

is the opportunity cost of present production_ the rent due to

exhaustion_ _d the guiding principle for the allocation of

exhaustible resources. It follows that even the least r'profitable+_

mine must earn some rent.

T__he Pure The_._rygf Exhaustion

Although the pure theory a_plie_ to production of

exhaustible_ limited and irreplaceable resoure_:i,s_emphasis here is

put on minin_. This section aims to f+dentif_;-themajo_ factors and

principles that govern 'mineral production Specifically it seeks to

find the conditions for equilibrium of the firm°

The theory assumes that under competition every mine earns

at le.,_.sta '_normal_ rent. In particuiar_ subsequent discussions refer

tc mines (marginal mines) which earn but the normal rent. The theory
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further presumes that a minemal produce:c will try tc me.ximize the

.u% ,
present value of the _ut earned over _.....n0.tire life of the mine°

Fore a marginal min<.,_let R* be the rent earned over the Feriod

t_ which is the difference between the total revenue (R) and total

cost (C). Then

(4) R* (qt) - R (qt) - C (qt)

The notation qt designates the output during time to A simiiam

definitional equation can be _eritten fo:,:_mamginai rent MR_ wher,e

_ MCMR is marginal revenue _nG is marginal cost:

(5) NR"_ (qt) = MR (qt) - MC (qt)

Given the rent for any time _ " _p_rlo _ th_ mcne operator must

maximize th._ present value of the rents acc___uingto +.he mine subj_ct

to some ce_._straints. The objective f,.uc_iJ._ of the mining firm may

therefore be stated as follows:

T
° , -rt

f6) Max F_ [R (qt) .-C _qt)] e =
t=o

T
-rt

Max F, R*(qt) e
t=o

T

Subject to E qt - Q<. 0
t=e
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where T is the terminal _)eriod of the mine When _eserves run out

Q equals the total mine reserves:, _......r _s the discount rate

Alt.-_rnatively_ c_q. 3 may be v_t ˆ__,_ iu rer__u_of the La qr_nge

multiplier : hence

T t T

(7] L <qo_ .....qT_ l] : Z R•:_(qr) e, k' _] -
t-o "t=c

Subject to:
T

( Z QT-Q) <o

t=o

In o_der to maximize the p_-_ceding function we differentiate

eg._ 4 an._ equat_-to zero

-rt
'qo ....qt I) = [,{R* (qt _ e k = o(8) dL _ :_ ., _ -:_-,_

d(qt)

_.._r case of t = T _for any time t _ th,_ _'_ _-_:=_

(9) dL (qo_ .....qt: _\) : MR _!_(qT) e I = o

d(qt)

By sub_trantin}_ eq. 6 from eq_, 5. we get the necessary and

._ "_'_"_firm that issufficient conditL'-n for the equilib=_i",_mc:_ a mz,_mn._, , ._

ir_T_t j_

(10) MR*(qr) = MR_'_(qT]e

T

Subject to Z qt ~ Q, < o
t:o
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This equation states the optimal condition for producing a finite

exhaustible resoo_.ce -thou_!hin a form that is not easy to understand°

it says that the marginal rent fo_ ant time ;_:_is measured by the

marginal rent _t the pe_iod of exhaustien_ 'r_ discounted to "time t.

Alternatively eq_ 10 states that the mar_inal rent for any year

t equals the present value of the mar_7inal _ent for year T, where

present refers to time t,

Alternative and mere comnrehensible statements of the equi-

l_rium of the fi_m states that if t "-0,_ that is, when the point of

___eferenceis the time when the ..mineis just starting7° Hence, eq. 10

takes the form

-rT

(11) MR* (qo) = MR _<(qT) e

Eq. 11 states " that the present valu_ of th;a ma___ina! rent at the

terminal period of the mine must _-zqualthe marginal rent when the

-rT
mine just started (t = 0). Dividing both sides of eq. I! by e

we get

(12) MR* (.,.IT_= MR:_ (qo)e r'T

_,h'qh indicates _ba-t at equilibrium the maz_ginal rent must _row

exponentially according[ to the "norvnal'"rate of interest such that

at the terminal Deriod the margin{_l rent equals the eoumpound
•/
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marginal rent at the beginning of the .period° If say-MR*(qT) were

)arTgreater than MRe (qo then the .:_nerat<_._mcou.!d realize more rent

by producing at a later period rather than earlier: however_ if

MR* (qT) were less than Mr:* (qo)erT then-the operator would have

"I_ ....the e<_r.lierperiod because hebeen induced to produce more ..........._,

stands to realize more rent thereby° _"lh_for.. ,eq, '1_.._ indeed states

the • " TM ",",',c¢,ndz.i.......under which the mine operator wo_ld not like to alter

his producti:_n pattern because there is no oth(.,-_schedule that would

allow him to - i_,,._tea ..... .,_,:..more :Pel%t_

More ravealing relations impinging on pricin_ an exhaustible

product com:_,._to the surface if we express marf_inal rent in terms

of its components _ i.,eo MR* = MR - MCo 7'he general equilibrium

•condition in aq_ 10 now t.:_kes the fc, r¢...'.

(.13) _R_'_ (qt) = ;_'.R(qt) :._r,_ MRI(qT ,,._ - '.,,. (clt) _ )e _7.'_-T'_

which b,zrewritir4i; bee,s.'..nes

; rtt-.?)(14) MR (dr) = HC (qt) + MR_;__ .,e
- _ "_T

This show._ tha't at equilibrium the mining firm will not set marginal

revenue tc mar.qinal eost_ as any competitive firm would, but for any

level of output, qt_ the equilibrium operator will set marginal

revenue equal to eo_t plus the pmesent value .of the marginal rent
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forgone in the future due to the output today,, Th_ marginal rent

forgone in the future is the marginal opportunity cost, which is

otherwise called reservation cost or marginal user cost° We may

therefore define marginal user cost_ MuC_ as _911ows_

(15) MuC(qt) = MR*(qT)e r(t-T) = MC*(qt)

where MC_ (qt) is the marginal aggregate cost of the mine operator°

If price equals marginal revenue_ as it _hould be under

compet ition_ then eq. 14 says that the price of a mineral product

exceeds cost by the amount of the marginal user cost. To generalize_

at equilibrium_ producing exhaustible products must charge a price

lar_er than those dealing in non-exhaustible resources Price charged

by the extractive firm must be _eater by the amount of the opportunity

cost forgone in the fut,_e0

A final form of the equilibriu_ condition for the mining firm

may be developed to address some problem,s on the social plane_ such

as conservation or po!iution., By analogy cf the equilibrium c,_n.'![ition

for ordinary firm, MR = _C_ where we.interpre_t revenue as benefits

and cost as cost or damage_ we can state the criterion of equilibrium

for a mining and related firm as

(16) MuB(qt) - MuC(qt)
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which says that equilibrium re,.:_.uir:z:sthe equality of marginal user

benefit (>h_B) and marginal user co;;t f-.rany time -t and output

q° Equation 16 indicates further tha_c production shifts towamd !he

present if marginal benefit exceeds mar..gina2c-,_t _.,mdinto the future

if marginal cost is the greater°

Additional information i_a"fbe e:',<t',_acted_f "-_,-_"

and marginal user benefit ,•_z'_:_defined• in 7i_orc:_detail., iqer<:e

(17) MuB(qo) = MR_'_(qo)= MR(,i,7,) - 2,1C(<F>)_,

. - -rT

(18) MuC(q..>)= MR*(qT)e'_eT -- fMF.(qt) t,iC(qt )]eL _

_,.note that the marginal user cost must measure th,__p....s,_.t nevative_,

value to society of future, decrea,ent of output., r_e measure ,._fthe

marginal social_ cost of exhaustioi?. If firms d-_±iberately cc;nsider

the r_rgin_l user cost in their,pricing i:,e.haviou_p..,th__.,:,exhaustion

is indeed a sc,cial problem; oth.arwise exhaustion is not con,:Ti_L_r.ed

a problem worth batherinl$ abc4;.t.

It is now appt_opria_c to inquire, unCar what conditions would

exhaustion be ignored by :he mining firms or inlustry? Examination

t,_"_If T is very la_,_ge_thenof eq. 18 provides a few answers_ ,,....

MuC approaches zero. This means that if the stock of resources is

very large relative to output then the producer will net worz:y abouq
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exhaustion. Similar effect results if large volume of a subs±itute

or alternatives exist. (2) MuC also approaches zero if the opportunity

cost of capital is very high. This means that when capital is very

scarce, or when investments become extremely risky, or when inflation

gallops at extremely high rates_ then the effect of exhaustion may

be ignored (3) Finally_ if marginal rent approaches zero_ either

because marginal costs are too high or mar_ina! revenues axe too

lo_:_ exhaustion will also be i_nored. This implies that all

factors tending to make mineral prices low_ or making costs

quite high will iKnore exhaustion. (4) Othem factoms which tend to

undermine the operation of a competitive market such as lack of

information_ immobility of economic factors_ unreasonably high

taxes, and monopsony_ a_ong othe_s_ would also undermine efforts

at conserving.

A_lo_t _on_[odels of intertempora! ' _- :

The question of how _uch to p?oduce_ _t any time, and ax what

price, can bc answered if a mechanism exists so that marginal _ent
m

grows at a rate equal to the opportunlty rat_ of interest. Since

MR* = MR - MC_ marginal rent can only increase if either (1) MR

rises as MC remains constant or if (2) MR remains constant as MC

decreases. The first leads to the rising price case or Hoteiling-
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Herfindahl-Gordon model., _,g_ilethe sc__condgives rise to the decreasing

cost ease or the Gray-Scott model° Though these models require

highly restrictive conditions they provide valuable insiglrt into the

alloeational problem of the mining firm.

Industry ...Equili_,,iuu_:!Unde_ Hote!l _...._a_ s Rule:

R isin_ Price Case

Under competitive equilibrium the rent due the ore in the

ground must grow at the market rate of interest r° if the rent

g_ows faster than r_ there will be no production since the mine

operator can increase ment by producing in the future[_ while if rent

grows more slowly than r_ then the operator will shift production

towards the present,_,since he will eamn more by,reinvesting his

income at the prevailing market mate° In symbol, Hotelling_s Rule

mav be stated as follows

---- •rt
(.19) Rt = (Po-AC) e

where Rt is rent in yem_- t_ Po is pri,ce _tt the beginning of the

period_ AC is constant average cost which is equal to the mar.gina].

cost_ and r is the market rate of interest°

Since Rt = (Pt - AC)_ then eq° 19 becomes

(20) Pt = (Pc- 7_h-)er_ + KC-
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This indicates that if rent grows at the market rate of interest_ then

the price of th,_ mineral commodity must grow less _apidlyo

Figure [_illustrates the conditions surrounding Hotelling_s

rule Panel (a) indicates the cost curves of a representative firi%',

which produces qn amount of cost p1 = MC = AC = constant. Price

increases from Po up to Pt at which ti_,e -the ore is exhausted_ as

demand is reduced to zero_ In ?anel (b) the path traced by increasin_

price is drawn starting from t=0_ to t=To For any time t_ the

difference between the price curve and the cc,nstant cost line

represents rent as illustrated by Re6. i_:Panel (c) the demand for

minerals_ presumably covered by t'he indust__y output_ are indicated

by the intersectS.on of a horizontal pr_[ce line and the industry

demand curve_, _.,o..ethat at the beginning c,f the Fe':iod the demand

" ' _ _ _ then decreases progressively until itof the indu_t_.y was qn = Qo_

equals zero at t=T, The diagr_.m shows that incre,_s_ in _:price_

(cr rent) is ach#.eved throu.gh rising p_'ices_ while increasing prices

presumably occurs due to increasing scarcity of the resource.
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Firn and Industry Eauilibrium Under

-_cott Rule: Declining Cost Case

This model asserts that market pr,ice will remain fixed

indefinitely and achieves the require_ gmo_h rate of marginal ren£

by reducing output and cost. The equilibrium condition under the

present situation is.

_ -rt

e t

or in terms of the component of marginal rent

-- -- -rt
(22) (9- MC ): (l_- MCt)e

0

where P is the constant" price. Under o_, _ ° �0�_.._ndm_le_ show_ in Figure 3b_

increasing marginal rent is realized by decreasing cost and production_

Figllre 3b shows the equilibrium sit_lation of a typical firm_

the cost curves and decreasing output over time:, and the path traced

by increasing marginal rent from t - to to t --T, The differences

between the constant line P : _{_ and the marginal cost eumve which

decreases from qo to at measures the marginal rent_ MRt{'{,for

various levels of output.
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Common assumptions fc:rthe two models _bove are_

1) All firms have identical Z,roduction functions

2) All the marke-ts in which <hey operate are competitive

and all the firms are ma:c[{ina]._

3) Each fimm pmoduces_ either at minimum average cost

so that MC = AC_ or does not produce at all.

4) Costs do not change as a function of cumulative output.

5) Demand_ technology and other relevant parametmic

conditions are constant.

6) Each firm has perfect knowied£$e about all facts

bearing on its decision concerning output_ demand

function and stock of ore in the ,_r<,,und,

Althou_h the preeedin[ models were d:,?.velopedunder hi_chly

specialized conditions "they serve as important devices for analyzing

the effects of changes in the industry,, For instance_ the effects

of cumulative cutput_ research, substituti<,n_ exploration and

development u_on stocks were analyzed by Zo::,se_Co_ (1976, p, 242-244)

using the two models.

At this point we have ..-nlrea,dysk<-'.,'tch<:dthe basic framewoz_k of

the theory o__ mineral supply. The _oF....__{Jw_-'_=section focuses on a

number of selected issues affectin@ the.mineral industry with

strong policy implications,,
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tb_:_....clnims cf the future generation. O:_."theother hand_ saving _.._'_,

i_;vesting in productive capital goods _'.sa mechanism by which the

present prov;ides for the welfare of th_ future _lenerationo in fact_

even the p:'ese_t gsneraticn d_rives benefits while its investments

[_row._ Th_ model .is presented below..

Suppose that by mining a ton of mineral today we can increase

the output of el-thor consumption goods_, Co_ or capital goods_ Io

such that th,n value of the additional _;_o.cialproduct, Yo_, obtainable

by producing the mineral rather than r_serving it is MR.o*_ the

marginal rent at presentl >_enee Yo = Co = Ic --MRo{{_ although Co_

Io and MKo{_ _r<{_ mutually exclusive, 'r_is means that the mineral

can be transformed into, a consumable or Dz'oductive man-made asset°

It may be assumed_ moreover_ that if we invest in a productive asse_

there ,will be continuous re-investments so that Ie [_rows at the rate

s, If Yt is the level of social outpu_ fo? time t :. then we have;

_t
(2_) Yt = !o _

The present va]'ue of Yt is therefc_.e

1 -,rt
(24) Yo -_= Yt e

where r is the [_]cin$rata of time discount_
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If s = r, it follows that Y,J = Io = Yo_ then whethe_ the

mineral is transformed into consumption _:_cods_ Co,, or into

productive assets !o., is a matter of indifference to the investor

and his generation° However_ the mineral consumed now does not

benefit the futur.e generat_on_ whereas: the latter, will benefit from

the increase@, flow of goods and services resulting from the invested

ore:. Therefore:, the f<_ture generati.on will prefer that the present

generation invests rather than consume the mineral which the latter

produced°

If_ however, the m_ne owner elects to reserve 'the mineral rather

than consume,s or invests it _.and suppose that the marginal rent_ MP,o_

grows at the rate _ then the mar[final _ent for any period.,,.MR_{t is_

(25) MRt _'_: _Roe e_t

and its pmesen-t value_ "._o _:;:_:is

........ ,-rt

o

If ¢_: r_ then MRo* : MRc*_;_:_ hence the mine owner woc_id be

indi[:ferent whether he engages in reserving the mineral or ir_vesting

it in man made assets. As for the futur,_ generation:_ it will prefer

that inves-tment in productive assets be _de since it will benefit

from the futu__e flow of goods and services while merely keeping the
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mineral in the grc_md will confer ncthing_ _Jxcept that the mineral

may still b_; available f<,r use. in partieu!a_ as far as the owner

is concerned, reservation and investment in productive assets can be

a matter, of indifference since the p___ivatebenefit accruing to him

from either is the s0a_e_ but ns far a.'_the future society is

concerned_ it will gain nothing because the rent that the owner

derives is balanced by the cost of extraction (ass'_ming marginal mine

for simplicity), actually a loss to society (if the mine owner is

momentarily excludad)o In fact_ as a consequence of reservation_

fut_._resociety is poorer by the amount of goods and s_rvices that

would have beer: -made available_ including the capital that would haw_

grown, had the ore been extracted and invested in productive assets.

In real life_ it is most likely that part of the produce will

be invested ant5 pa_?t will be consumed° Of course there are situations

in which either the min_r._.iproduced is completely consumed,, reserved_

or invested.

Several important p__inciples can be deduced from-the model:

(!) An e:;{haustible asset can be transformed into renewable and growing

_,_n.-madeass_ts_ an act which is biase<_ in laver of future generations

though the ]present generation derives benefits too_ in form of

employment and increased goods and services._ as the asset grows into

the futur{_ (2) Reserving exhaustible _esource into the future benefits
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only the (future) owner but not the society as a whole_ since the

social gain from the rent is exactly neg-nted by the social cost of

producing the mineral in _c_ _ the future generation would have

been worse off by the amount of !<oods _nd services _hat did not

materialize consequent to _serving the min,:_.ralinstead of investing

in man-_e,de social capital_ such as schools _ hospitals, roads

faetories_ professionals_ and the likeo (3) By con_uming all products

of exhaustible resources only the present generation benefits whi!_

the resource¢ are lost to the future generation forever_ (4) Conven-

tional discounting can be biased in favor of the present_ or future

generation,.,or be made neutral_ by manipuleting the discount rate so

that it is respectively greater.,,less tha_:'_.,c,r equal to the _eal

growth of capital stock or of production,

These conclusions imply that tJ_,.ipres_:!,.ntg_neration can

ethically and rationally draw f___omthe struck :.ofexhaus-tible resources

1
to optimize economic growth, as $o.low._ Ro (i0'7:1_) concluded provided

they add to the stock of reproducible capital- In fact _ the statem..%t_e_

can be made even stronger_ that is_ th,._':present genera'tion mus'r_harness

its stock of exhaustible resources and invest at least a reasonable

prooDj._rtionin renewable ,§_an-mad9 e_it_!._:,to .improve ,_theio_t_of the

future genemation_ Mere reservation,_ th._ugh preferable to present

consumption_ is subopti., al to the welfare o5 future generation.
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Role of Minerals in Deve!opmant

Natm_al resources play ir_portant _,_oi{:in the development of

societics_ The juxtaposition of coal_ and irnn_ for. instance_ in

cour.tries like Eng!and,_ the U,S_A° and Germany have been cited as

the basis for their b_coming great industrial countries° Although

some authors .insist that possesion cf minerals are not indispensable

to deve!opment:, as the experience of resou_oc.,_spoor countries such as

Japan arid the Netherlands indicate, still minerals a_.e needed and must

be procured by means such as trade. The broad theoretical basis, on

the role c.fmine1_als in _.<rowthis authoritatively developed by Barnett_

H. and C, ;_4orse(1963) while th_TM more specific contributions of

minerals to ,.].ew_]_opin_and developed countries are articulated by

Me Divitt_. J. 0,ndJeffreys (1976) and T__ombs_ and Andrews (197_)o

The ideas ,[_re3entedbelow are derived f_.om th._se works_

The stror:_ awar,:--,nessabout th..--,importance of resources led the

classical etch©mists - Malthus:, Ricardo and Mill - to the formulation

of what .{_snow. kn,::wn,_;;the doctrine of iz3.creasingresource scarcity°

:_itpredicts that scar.city of natural r..<',_-';ourceswould lead to eventually

dimin.ishinZ social returns to economic effort with retardation and

eventual cessation of economic growth.,{_ Implicit in the doctrine is

the chanzing role of resources in the varieus stages ef econ<_mic

_9_owth_.abundance i_.-the early sta,_e feeds @rowth by cempensatinE for
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defien¢;y in man._made c._pi-t:a'_.:_4:nJ.labor w:._.thabundant resources, while

more abmdant capital and. skilled l-£'.or-"urlng the later st:_ges plxcne!

growth., although constrained by increasin,_;_esource scarcity° The

notion c.f changing role of resou_;ce_s ove'._time should tie this

section to the transformation of depletable _.'esourcesinto man-,-ma6e

pesoul_ceso

The ,9oct_.ineof increasing resource scarcity makes stringent

assumptions° AmonF_ others_ it Dpesumes complete knowledge of

rescurees_ that the social procuction function is one of constant

returns to scale with single horaoz_neous .i.pr.oduct__..Indthe.re are no

social and teehncl..o_ical ......._ - Tbr_._ <_ "the hyo_-_thesis._ _g_._ss...........variant, of

with somewhat _-_.__'_-: " '......... _...... a. >r.emises ._ Utoplan._ Mait_un" =.:,_ and Ricardian I

are recognized, To relate the hypothesis to the real world the

simplifvinl_.... assumptlons are pelaxedo In symh.-i.,__, _'_:_....hy'p_.'.thesistakes

'th.'._ ?orm.

0 = f '_ <

o

whep.e 0 = the homogeneous .soci_',lorod.uct:, 5' ::.resource. L = labor

and C : man-made capital;, all_ _xppessed i,<_physical units°

Under "the Utopian case _ natura! r:.,.soupcesare pr.estur,ed hcmc-.

geneous and unlimited relativ{_ to dem.-_t:_doGrowth then is unconsZrained
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by the scarcity of resources but rather by limitec_,man-made capital

and labor. Assuming tha_ Cechnoiogy r_;r_'_insconstant which _equires

constant C/L ,,atio. growth proc..'.edsonly if capi-rai increases

relatively faster than labor "'_- _-- ._o Wl_Lou,. ca0ital growth while population

increases,_ it is [_ossible to experience __egative economic growth_ even

in '_o _'--,
[,_p_=_ where resources are unlimited_, But as sho_ earlier,_

exhaustible resources can be transformed _ _cJ_n,_9man-made capital, so

that the latter can gro_. at least in the same pace as labor.

Hence_ althou_h in the Utopian case resources do not seem important

to economic growth because they are unlimited and do _no-tconstrain

growth_ their value arises from the premise "that they can be transformed

intc- currently scarce man-made resources which can accelerate growth.

In short_, while natural resources are qu_,.'teplentiful they are not

important impediment to g:_,owthbut are, valuable as a factor facilit-

ating economic growth. The early stage of a society;s development_

when resour_zes _r.erelatively more ,,uun....nt -tt_anthe demand of

population_ is ,_zkintc this Utopia:Jancasc_

By assuming that resources are fiuit_ and exhaustible_ the

Utopian case tr_nsforms int__ the Malthusian _c_delo Basically_. it

describes a Utopian growth path_ constrained onlF by th_i_availability

of labor _.nd capital_ unXil the upper limit of resources is met°
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Growth rat.:.,diminishe_, as this limit is reached as a result of

diminishing returns _o 1,nbor-c-_,pitalinptt _n-:il growth _inds to a

halt. Depletion of fil::iteresc,urees hastens the approach of gmowth

to its de{stlned limit.

_ior_%appropriate i:o mineral r.esoumce:_analysis is 'the Ricardian

Model° It differs from the Malthusian in.a,_sum_ng that resot_rces are

un!iait._d in a_.1ou.nt_hcterogenec:us in .-%conomiequality and that they

are used in the order of d:_creasing economic quality. This model

implies that d.{_cs<i-:__sin;Zqualit.r .)fre _ources constrains gro_rth to a

lesser extent while hiil;.;{h,.].ua!__tffreso_ r_ es are available_ but

increasingly as it becomes necessary tc, utilize Lowe_-"grade

resources= The: limit tc g_o_.¢this _eache4 when additional labor-

capit._l input yic,lds no extma outnut0 £'; in the. Malthusian Model_

depletion hastes,s the appr<,ach o? the limits to growth.

C!ear!y the "r, eeedin.,':.." _o. _i,_ _how the important -though

5rim, implicatzon of incr<-asinziv -._ar_ r...::,-turalreseo_'ces tc
P

economic <]c,,:','_,rthvndem ::__-.......of r strictiv<e _ssu.mpXions,_ such as fixed

soeiotechn!ca! condition:3 . i.c.nogeneousproduct _ complete knowledge

and s,_qucntial use of resougces, Who-,:these conditions az;_re!axed_

one after the .oth_r_ to brin$ into corresDondenee with reality, zh_

_mim implications .:_.realf_:,Cated if not completely banished.
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For instanee_ by relaxin_:iproduct: homogeneity o c.r-.erecognizes the

possibility of shifting fr_-,ma product which has become expensive due

to increasing _esouree scamcity to a sub:_±i_-utewhich is relatively

cheaper, thus r.elleving part of the b_rden on the scarce resource

and arresting the _pproaeh to the limit ',:,:_',$.rowi:h0 Th_ more

numerous and diverse the products ame._ the more effective this

substituti:.,n antidote is to parrying resourc.'escarcity. By relaxins

complete know!edg._ and fixed sociotechnica! condi'_.ions_ the a<'verse

impact of fixed and exhaustible resources on growth is minimized_ or

even become meaning!ess_ since new resou-_._ceswill_ be discovered by

exploration or are,ate,,?.by _.chnological innovations and by providing

new social_ p_!itical and economic arrangements°

Empirical test of the incmeasin$ resourc:_ scarcity hypothesis

for the UoSoA., during i}_70-1957 was _ry revealinz_ Instead of

increasing costs as predicted._ it was sh.-,wnthat the costs of

producing natura! resource ?roducts such as mineral _{n$ agriculturai_

substantially _ecreased except for forest products which increased,.

This phenomenon was ascribed to "the non-oper.ation of th_ restrictive

assumptions_ perticular!y to the variety of substituti<'.ns as well as

to discoveries and[ the numerous technological, innow_tions during

the period _
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The:Malthusian sp,act:._erecently surf_ced (D,H,, Meadows_ etoal,,.;

1972) again wal_ning the world about _,catastro_ohic approach to the

limits to growth ¢ue t_._ among c,rher_s; e_<h._J_stingof limi<ed

resour,ces_ The preceding discussions can be used tc analyze -the-."

implication of this modern form of the Malthusian doctrine_ But th_.

ultimate r<._i...wanceof this piece .of wo_,d<is its messa_Te that natural

•resources are important to society and mllSt be considered seriously

in designing any policy o_ pro_ram for society°

_:.ocuslng,J:_mineral resources _ McDivitt :,J. and ._Tefferey

(1976) articulated the thesis th'It the development of mi:._eral

_eso_ces.. _'specia!ly for soci.._tiesin the ea_<iy stage of deve!o!Tment

have been (though not in all cao_s,_,j"and can be instrumental in

promotin_ _cwth ._n<!'__ _-'7"_•_,ve.....Jme_..toAmc.n_ tne specific contributions

ar_ forei?m e_change which can be used to s?__.urc_man.-.madeeapital_

government revenues fo_ " :_,_" "bu=_',.In[,infr<ztrueture and maintainin_ peaee_

profits and ?oya!ties which cz_ be ?_{.-invested emp!oyment and wages!,

and nositive effect on ¢,ther ecc.no_.i:ics_:ctcrs which provide the mining
m

operation Zoc,ds and services Bein_;_situated z:-__.__<,swn<ch are

undevele.ped a',_,'_barely populated the ,_.._v_l..pm_n_of _amine r._q!:ires

the construction of r¢,ads_ bridges.._power facz_=l,t_._._ schools,.

hospitals and ether social amenities, but most im_or,tant_., the e-__x,:o__ure

of people t.n highly complex operations which, are non-traditional_
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sci_entific_ hei._.'_cremate an envircnment th._-_tis receptive to develo,,zmento

Minin@;_ therefore° contributes t.? growth by way of capital formations-.

by stimulating activities in other industries_, by providing employment_

by increasing natio_al product and government revenues° it contributes

to social and economic development by helping create an atmosphere receptive

to development._ by providing mobility°, educational and health care

facilities,. Wt:_z:_:...f__cneexisted before. It is also true_ however_

that the ope_._J,.tic.n_.f mining facilities did not result to effective

development in som,_ places for reasons that have to be properly

understood°

Viewed fro._ another angle, Toombs _ R.}7_oand P°W, Andrews (1976)

indicated that minerals are also important to -Jeveloped economies

because they are essential inpu_ even to their manufacturing and

service industries. Though mining contributes but a small fraction

of national pro_uct_ it is argued that mineral based products

contribute very substantially to national production_ _[eedless to say

without the mi_era.! based fuels._ industries will grind -t_.)a halt.

It is implicit in the paper that possession of miner<,l resources is

not essential for economic growth and deve!opment,_ provided they are

obtained by trade but without minerals these :_:re.ztindustrial

countries could not have attained their present s'tatus.
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If mine_,als are indeed impo:-.tantto the growth of a soeiety_

how then can we nr,c;;mte their deve!o<_ment to increase their contri-

bution to n_ticnal welfare? Wh_!,tare rhc f_zctors that affect its

development ?

Factors of Mineral D,_valcpment

Factors affecting m_neral devei<.pm%nt which may ke us_d as

broad framework for desig_ning a mineral develop_,_entpolicy are

identified in this section, It is followed by a discussion of the

source of conflict that attend the sharing of rent. Finally we

focus on some policy topics which have iuportant bearing on miner__ll

resources development

Miner-i d_,::ve].opm._-_tcan be tho<_ht c.f _._s_ i';rc.:iuctienprocess

w_],_n deve!opm,ant, depends u_on a num_c.r of variables. It may be
P

- 4 ,_ 0conceetu.-]lized as fol].ows (after Santos_ T,.k and D.C_ Sali'ca_ __,m.,O;_

Santos,, T _ ._.d r_ "' '_q'7o).... a_ -, t{Oh-:z,.......

(z.)"_ q : f. (F;, _,._ _o'-' I;,T)

that .]'s,the development of the mineral in_']ustry: <,: depends upon

•_._c_orendowment_ F: domestic social) political and economic
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conditicms._ G. global economic envir<_nment._ E:_ investments, I.,

and state c,i-technolo:4y_ -..

A factor refers to, a mat{._rialor agent which provide valuable

services -in productJ_ono it may l.-._{physicai_ human and institutional.

The physical factors may be farm.table geology,, various types of

resources ,:_rreserves. On the ocher hand_ human resources represent

a body of pe.mple with skills_ experience_ or- knowie__ge which would

allow the efficient performance of a given [-_sk.- Institutions refer

to ag-zncies that give instructions, plan,, manage and develop the

industry, In general., the greater the factor endowment the better are

the chances for dev_±opmento

The state ,_._'_ technology refers to the n_ocess_s__ _ ,_techniques_,..

_.v....]._.......for mineralprocedures and stock of know]_,_:,,:!gethat may be = =_ <'_£<_'_:

production and _elated activi'<.ieSo It may also refer to the stage

of development ,of the c.,_)tmtryan<.]-,,naybe e,anstmain<,,dhy the availability

of work ._'_cJ._._..._ufficiently numerous and po_sessin.,gdiverse skills to

• .. .,.i......,.:._iand related operation_fill the neecLs 'of th:-_v_.mious s_a<F__so_ _',_...... .

as well as by institutions that promo'[.,..:_'._f._zcilitates_,:o-_activities

such as schools_ laboratories research institutes an/ regulatory

bodies. In a sense the state of teehnole_._,_ycan be conceived of as an

element of a country's factor endearment.
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Uhether _ co,_mtry_s _'ineral industry will prosper or not_

given ad_quate technology, institutions:, ;_in_:ra!mesources and pool

of skilled man power_ will iep_n_,!,not ,.:,y:,!yon the pea_e and order

situation but also on the attitudss and perceptions about the need

fop the indust_yo The pemceive_ vai:_e of the T.ineral industry to the

national welf.t,_-a_ superimposed on th_ p;:_ev_.ilingpolitical_ ecenomic

and social arrangement determines tha nature of policies and laws

that govern the industry.

Since minerals are global commodities _ the domcstic mineral

industry is affected by international developm.cnts. Factors affecting

wcm!ddemand_ supply _nd pmices as well as access to market influence

the domestic ind-_stry. Bco_s, recessions_ w_rs _ and pebel!ions

among others affect the suppl_:-demand balance and prices_. Se would

a major teci._nolc_gic_.!breakthrougJ_ such as the mining of ocean

nodu!e so

Fin;?:lly:,inw_st_{_nts are ._ssential to the /ev_iop_.ient of the

nineral inJtus'tryo Investments in expiorati_'n, develo?r'_,::_ntand

productic,n facilities are familiar. [Sutless familiar ones come in

the fnrm of geologic maps,, _urveys _ <_onogra_phs_mining[ schools_

research institut_s and the lik_o The size and qualit}: c,f the comntry_s

factor endowmen-t is therefore determined by the i<{_ve!of _,nvestment°
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Thesa factors,, which are indeed very complex either promote

or inhibit the development of th_ mineral industry. Any nmjor

problem_ in any of these variables, could thwart mineral development_

but they must co-exist to have a viable mineral industry.

The domestic economic_ social and political conditions find

expression in government policies and actions° Conflict between the

mining operator and host government_ in the partioning of rent may

be disruptive, hence_ an analysis of the sources of conflict in

dividing rent is given below.

Conflict Over Rent

Granted that private investments ar_ essential for mineral

development_ it is necessary to avoid conflicts between investors

and host government° Knowledge _nut the sources of conflict may

therefore be helpful for _vciiing such conflicts. Since the division

of profits _r rents is a common so_rc_ of controversy or misunder-

standing the kinds of rents_ their composition and policy implications

are discussed below based on the works _f Mikesei!_ Ro (1971) _nd

Ti!ton_ J°Eo (1977).

As indicated earli_r_ rent from mineral operation is that

portion of price that remains after subtracting

the variable costs or out of pocket expenditure cf _he firm. The
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magnitude of rents vary a_,_n___projects because of their differences

in such charact_ristics as g_:_._de_tonn_ge_ amount of overburden_

mineralogy and location_ among others_ as sho_u_ in th_._lower- panel

of Figure _ where A, B_°.._ H are differ_nt projects. It is

instructive to decompose into its compcnents the rent associated

with the operation, as done in the lower panel of Figure 4. The

price of a mineral commcdity may be divided into three eategomies_

(1) .minimum possibi,-,vu:-i,_,b!ecost_ (2) Economic rent earned by

the government,_ and (3) Economic rent e_._rnedby the firm°

As stated earlier_ a firm must recover its variable costs_

or its oi_ of pocket expenditures in __rder to stay in operation.

O_ else it would be rational to quit..

Re_:.- .rned by the government consists of taxes and goverr_ment

requirements, income 'ta)_,ros,alties_ bonus_ sales tax_ export tax

are examples of rents w'hich accru¢_ to the national treasury. But

impositions such as the r_._uirement to control _im and water i_oliution_
o

to locate industrial zones outside a restrict.'.rlzone,, <..i_ the

conversion of _.il-b_1_n_in_p!ai_t to coal burning, are also -f_ents

earned by the _overnment_ m.,._su_._,-_, by thei:_ ccsts,_ though not

normally un'_r.._rs_,,-_od,:_ssuch_
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Five elements comprise the merit earned by a mineral firm:

rent due to public policy_ rent due to supply constraints, pure rent_

quasi-rent and rent to ability° For po[_iey makers who are trying to

maximize public revenue_ it is neeessar_ to understand the implications

of appropriating any or all of these rents_. •

Rents which may be taken away from an operating firm without

serious supply implications are: (1) Rent due to public policy which

may arise because countries treat their mineral industries differently_

cog. one may charge 50 percent income tax_ while another may requi_e

just 35 percent3 or one may permit depletion al!owance_ while others

completely disallow it0 In short, this rent usually results from

public policy designed to attract invest_le.ntsbut which differ from

one country t_ _aother because of vamyin_ perceptions about the social

value of the enterprise. (2) Rent due to supply c<,nstraint which

may arise because a firm may be l_rge enough to _ffect_, at least in

part_ production and price levels. (3) Puma rent, which results from

a mine_s superior attributes_ such as i]i_h grade, large tonnage_

shallow burial an:_ low cost location. A!th,:_ug/hzhese rents me7 be

taken away from an operating firm without _dversely affecting

production_ such an act will diminish the attracliveness of new

investments.
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Quasi-rent and rent to ability can only be appropriated at

certain costs° Quasi-rent corresponds to r'eturns to fixed factors

such as capita!._. Since once committed, c_pitai can not be easily

transferred_ a firm will still continuua tc operate without quasi-rent

provided it recovers variable costs. This situation: however, would

discourage additional capital outlay leading to deterioration of

existing facilities and drive away new investments. Finally_ rent to

ability derives from a firm's specialized skill, knowledge} experience_

market_ connection, or technology which enable it te produce at costs

lower than others° This rent must be captured by the firm or else it

will simply cease from operation because .-mbiiityresides in factors

that are mobile°

.Tilton_ JOE., (1977) and Mikesel!_ RoFo (1971) discussed cases

in which conflicts between the host countries and the investors in

the division of rent led to deterioration of the inves<ment climate

resultin6 in subsequen-< reduced investments°. This was the case in

Canada and Lus_'alia during 1970-_97a_ in Chile in the 1960's_ as

well as in Pemu_ Papua_ Zambia and Zaire after World War Ii. Moran,

T. (1074) even made a very incisive analysis of the struggle for.

the nationalization of Chilean copper mines.

The p_.ec,%din6discussion described the various components of

price and their behavioral implications relative to the firm. They
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can help the deveiop_ent planners find a w_v to induce firms to

contribute to development in an optiz_al way° However_ it may be

difficult to measure these concepts although they are conceptually

usef1_ but measuring them is not impossible though (Hughs_ H._ 1978)o

Apart from rent sharing_ conflict may also arise when the

government expects a firm to contribute to activities such as

equalization in income distribution_ pmovision for emp!o]Tment_ man-

power trainingi_ protection of the environment and th<_ like0 which

may be inconsistent with the goals of a private enterprise. These

problems, along with rent-sharing, are important policy issues°

Some Policy Guides or Issues

Broad policy guidelines_ elements of a model mineral policy_

and brief review of mineral policies in the U_SoAo are presented

here°

The importznt role of natural resoumces in a count?y:s develop -

ment is _enerally recognized (UN, 1970). Such role may be internaliz_d

in a country's mineral policy subject to the following principles_

(I) A countmy has the inalienable right to Sovereignty over its own

natural_ resources and must be able to exercise this right in the

interest of iZs own development, in accordance with its laws and
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treaty obli_ationso (2) Develog_er_t .._fnatural :oesources is an

obligation of ._govermmen'_ to: its own people because it is the basic

element of dev,alopment in the country_ and to the in-cernational

community becs;use of the economic_ technological and social inter-

dependence of co_antries of the world° (:3)The coun_._y as _,whole

must benefit from resource development_ (4) The 'natural resource

operation must seek to promote general developmen't to the extent

possible as would for example, the construction of all w_-_atherroa@_.s

where none existed before_ (5) The long term and short term effects

must be balanced,

The implernentation of these resource policies may .._.ry

according to "the following constraints.: (!) De_ree of development and

absolute economic wealth of the country_, (2) immedi._cy of needi

(8) ecological characteristics of the: country_ (4) nature of the

resource,, considering things like its value to life or value per.

unit weight,, (_,)population density,_ and (£)-/,,evelof education

an8 institutional develo,gment _ taking irto account the quality of
p

available tmained personnel_ as well as "the administrative; and

analytical, service (UN_ 1970),,

More specific guidelines_ however_, r_ay be needed to effect

mineral development° Such guidelines may be deduced from a model

as spelled out below°
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1
Elements of a Model _iinera! Develonment Law

There are three factors that must be cc_nsidered in developing

mineral deveio'-ment law_ First, the objectives musZ be clea,'_ly

specified but whatever they are they mus_ :'seekto bring about the

maximum ultimate -recovery of the resour'ce_ _rtthe time when it is

needed_ and at costs which contemporary economy can afford." $eeond_ the

law must eonside_ the interests of the state:, viz_ _ (1) that the

state is a sovereign with plenary power, over the pr_._pertywithin its

boundaries_, whether owned by the state_ its nationals or by

foreignersi,_and (2) in most natJ_ons of the world the st._te is a

proprietary interest of the surface owneZo Third, the law must

_eoognize the interest of the _niner t* attract venture capital_

These interests vary accordin5 to sta_eso Elements that must be

written into :_mineral iaw_ by stages_ are_

I_ the z-econnaissance stage, the desirab!e elements are_

(1) The l_ight to explore a maximum zrea_ net necessariiy on an

exclusive basis'_ to enable the miner to, decide as to the zreas he will

want to apply_, later on: for an exclusive right_, and (2) the right

to freely import the equipment for such reconnaissance and to ship it

home again after it has served its pu_%_OSeo

!-/Materia!s presented under this hc:ading are abstracted from

the work ,of Ely Northcutt (1969)o
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Durin_ the exploration stage two basic elements are essential

to the investor_ (_.)the exclusive ri}_ht to occupy a defined area

and to explore for the minerals that interest him_ (2) the assurance

that _ if he discovers minerals, he will have an exclusive right to

develop and. produce them_ on terms ](no'_ to the maximum extent

possible, in advance of his nLaking his exploration investment and

subject to a minimum likelihood of change in those terms.

Six _ssurance are requi_ed by. investc,_ in the production

stage_ they are,_ (1) Security of '_.e'n_mre_f::_a period long enough to.

recover the investment_ plus a profit commensurate with the risk and

the magnitude of the investment made in the search for_ and development

of, mineral _!eposit._ (2) The right tc develop the resoumce he has

discovered in acco_dar__ce with his '_best busJlness and technical

judgement (_) Th_ _'ight to s_il <,r _ispose of the minerals produced

and to retain the proceed_: (4) The right to repat__iate capital_

profits and equipment_ (5) Assurance of reasonable limiations on the

State's financial ,_xactiens; and_ (6) The _._ight_e resort to an

impartial tribunal to decide disputes be_t_;eenthe miner and the St_teo

A third interest that must he consi<_eY,edin developing mineral

laws is.the interest of th-_ consu.mem. A mineral ._eve!opment law-that

necessitates high costs and hi!_h taxes _.-_-v'[_ice that nation:s
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mineral production out of the intemnational market. Or a mineral

law that puts pressure on the miner to produce and export may leave

the domestic users _ith very little of the resource at prohibitive

prices.

He_e now are the__ elements of a model mineral development

law that attempts to reconcile the interests of consumers_ producers_

and the State_o (1) Administration_ (2) The document of title for

reconnaissance _ exp!orat ion and production _ (3) Financial provisions

and_ (4) Settlement of disputes.

Ad_minis__tration. Some agency of the government must be authorized

to issue documents of ti_le covering reconnaissance_ explorztion,

and prodIction. Three characteristics must be possessed by the

administrative machinery. (I_ Mineral '......_a_ must be administere,/ by

honest and competer_t men who mu_t be proFer!Y paid,_ (2) Transactions

must be consum,_ted with dispatch which can be m;.%depossible if power

is concentrated in a sin!_le agency that keeps records_ g_-ant import

licenses for equipment _ issue mineral titles,_ coll,_ct ]_ "_roya.__les and

taxes_ _rant permits for repatriation of capital and profits_ among

others_ and, (3) A workable central system of maps and records must

exist to help applicants fo! mineral determine what lands are open

and for what minerals.
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_is necessary toBefore documents of title ar_ :i.:ssued__,,

indicate who have the rights to the title_ whether foreign corpo_"ations

or nationals are allowed to possess them and under what conditions°

Documents of Title. For reconnaissance permits_ identification

of the holder_ assurance of the right to import equipment free of

duty and to repatriate it, and perhaps the requirement -that the

prospector sha!l turn to the Kovernment the result of his investigations,

such as ecological maps_ if he does not apply for exploration license°

The permit may confer no right to sink wells or dig mines but may

give a right to make seismic surveys and the like and use radio,

equipment.

As for exploration licenses_ three sets of elements need be

specified. First_ as stated earlier_ a mining company who would take

the risk of mineral exploration must be guaranteed the ffo

(I) exclusive right to occupy a given area for a reasonable period so

that he could protect whatever discoveries he made$ (2) exclusive

right_ if mine_ais are found,_ to a lease or concession to exploit

them_ for a long period of time_ on ter_s fairly defined at the time

that the investment is first risked. The State_ on the other hand_

is entitled to demand that the holder shall indeed investigate them_

not simply sit on them for speculative purposes, Four kinds of
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incentives avoid this problem: (1) Res't._ictthe exploration license

to a relatively short pcried and f_w re.j_e_:_,is.(2) Stipu!etion of a

minimum stated amount of "_c_rkor exp_.nditurcs._ _3) Fixed percentages

of the original area may be relinquished on _each renewal_ and_

(4) Imposing of a surface tax_ its r_te per unit area increasing

with the number of such areas and over tim_, cn occasion of each

renewal. These incentives can help the sta.te ensure rational

exploration,

Production concessions. This title confers the holder the

exclusive ri;_ht to mine_ produce and sell minerals ove__ a long

period of time. The following must be stated_. (1) A production

concession shall be issued_ as a matter of right to the holder of an

exploration license who _kes acc,m_ercial discovery° (2) That if

the area granted is large_ then presst_es sho_id be put c,n the

concessionaire to either develop or relinquish its.,.(3) The term of

the permit must be long encu_.shcomT_ensurate with the hazards of

assembling capital and developing productioe.., fo_-?a minimum of 20

years_ Normally _ the title must h.e ren,_wed u>?on _<.pi_in___[F,rovid_d

the holder shows evidence of reasonablF dew_lo_ing the pro?e_CtVo

Safeguards,_ however_ may be necessary wLich _a,V _ake the f<%rm of

progressively increasing rentals on blocks >f the concession area

not developed_ or requirement for relinquishin_ undeveloped areas
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proof of :;_.dequatedevelopment as a p:oerequisite to renewal of a b!ock{

and forfeiture of a bL:_ck for failure to pro._ure Dot a specified

period of time.

It is however ag,ainst the interest of the State and the operator

that the concession terminate at the end of a fixed n+_ri.)dof time

with the expectation that some one else will succeed him,. This is

a_ainst the inte__est of the. State because the concessionnaire is

put under economic p._essure to '_hi,qhgrade ..-.hemine_. ,or p-_oduce at

the maximum ,_t_-.:_._4ard.lessof optimal _:,ate,_knowin?; -th,_the will

lose what he leaves in thu _.__moun_oI'_:is a¢ainst the trim_eldestof the

concessionaire beccuse the short,_rthe tenure the less the value

of his leasehold for any purpose, It is essenti}]l from the State's

view point that adequate conserv,_tion pz,actiees b_ enforced,

Financial Provisions or Revenues to the State,, The Starers

usual role in the mineral industry is that c,f _ ta.x collector and

as royalty owner. Nowadays the State is inereasin_ly particip_tin_,

as a working i_terest.

Taxes. Thc wis_ law is said t<:- consolidate m___-t_ if not ,9_ii_

levies into a sin_ie t,:'.x on net income_ and _eco_nizes that .;.7iar_e

part of the: p_.oeeeds of _ mine is not income at all but a _eturn of

capital and this segment :_:fthe proceeds should not be subject to
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income tax_ Capital must be -:_'ttr'_,.cte__ for the risky _ining business

in competition Wi_h inw_stmen_ts that involve very 15_tti_:__is],:_,_but

which in many undevelc[_ed cc_mtries_ nevertheless pay hish rates of

return. Tax incentives are __n important induceT,._ent.If the tax

is primarily contingent on the miner's success_ that is on income

from a profitable producrion_ :_ndif the State is willing7 -to share

the g_mble that the miner must take_ then the gamble is more

attractive then if the investo[_ is to be subject to ad valorem taxes

on the plant ._'_ndequipment which represent the invest_,ent that he

has gambled.,

Bonus and royalties. A royalty denotc_s money paid to any

landower_ public or private_ _,,hogrants a rip,hi to work minerals

which he owns, A bonus represents a fixed araount_ payab!a once only,,

to the le.n..ioweron his execution of the document c;ftitle, Royalty

is usually n p;_:?eentage of the value of _nineral produced at 'the

point o_f shlpment., essentially a tax on g_oss income.

o

State participation_ One _-..ftb.....Latest development in _he

mineral field is she participation of government as equity hoide.ro

Some times this takes the form of outright grant of stock_, free of

charge to the souvereign_ sometimes it is in the form of option to

buy stocki',sometimes it comes Prom the reimbursement of part of

exploration expense_ or, in some cases it takes the form of a joint
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venture between a Stat_::_corporati.m and a.privately owned one, A

final option i_ ,direct involvememt throu,:_,,.,_,..._a _ov,-zrnment __, :--

which becomes a direct instrument for mine_'_aldeve!opment, or a _.neans

for a.cquiring participation interest in a fcreign company through joint

ventures em stock purchase _.

SetZlement of Disputes. The last element of the Mo<_el Mine_al

Developme_zt L---,wis t.r:,_fair ,settlement of disput<::s. Before a mining

co:_pany m_.]<esan investment in a distant and undeveloped country in

which that investment must remain for a very lon_; time _ it requires

some r.eassuranee that the disagreements which will inevitably arise

during that pmotz,acte_d period will be f_:_irlyresolved by an impartial

judiciary. The problem is to find a mutu._.llyacceptab!_,,mechanism

for resolvin_ disputes between the bc,st gc/Jernment ,andthe foreign

private investors. Three princi?al w_Ws have been found by less

developed countries to _eassure an in7_tor of the safety of his

lone term investment. First and _,_,.,...._-_<"important __s the :_.xistence-_f..

an estnb!ished judicial sys-tem wzth r,:,<n,,t'ati_%n fo_ fairness. Second

is by conciliation throu_zh mediators_ "'_"-; :......_ _--,_".....40-• ;,n!z,.,-____,-._,,-_._r_.__.._,._t_._ _ The ,

last concept has found expression in the :'Convention on the Settlement

of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals o9 Other %rates:"

In:._rnatlonal Bar:,kforwhich was neEotiated under the ausDlces of the _ " "'

Reconstruction and Development and has been signed ]_y 52 States.
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The preceding statements show that a state which seeks to

develop _'.tsmineral re3ources has a var_-'-,+_,_of options from a broad

spectrum of policy choices Despite the infinite co_Linatlons of

policy choices -the central thesis of successful mineral laws the

world over is f_a.i__213.y_ If it is present the law can be implement.ed

through any numJDer of mechanisms _ -_-_ "oLh._rwlse the words are hollow and

the law fails to achieve its purpos_°

T h@.,,Cana_dian Mineral Deve.!opi_.ent Formula

It is of interest Zo quote here the hizhly successful Canadian

formula for miner_'_ldevelopment as reported by W. Keith Buch_ chief

of "_ ° oCanaea s Mineral Resources Division to a U N conferenee_

_"(I) Security of land tenure. At each sta_e of exploration,;

development and production_ th<_.rules of the game must be clearly

defined and constantly and imparti__il}p im_'l_-,mented."

_(2 ) Generous disposit !_n_c_f minerzi rii_htso Mineral

exploration has .._:high el_m-_nt...... _f risl<_ The _.akinz_.<_-':"'t_'s risk

should be made °-%s attractive as possib.].,_0Th:_economic returI__to the

nation can be obtained at a later stage_ '

'_(3) The grantin[ of tax incentives° in Canadian experiel_ce
this is the main ingredient. It consists of::

(a) a three-yea_ tax exempt period of new mines

(b) a 33 1/2 de'J-_Z_'_:,._ .....a/.lo_.:anee_in peroetuitv:_._ ,
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(c) a' pro_._i_{<,npermlttin[[ recovery o9 explo-

(d) freedot_,fror__ c_.p.f.t-algains -_i:.:_x_

{e) ,_:._¢_ecialexcise t_{x $.ndcustoms ta_?iff

prevision for mining eq._ipment:<_

(f) generous depreciativn allow.znces;

(g) incentives for further processing; •

(h) other special tax inducements a_
circ,lm,st,'.._nceswarrant from time, tc time° _'

_'AII these, pr,ovid_ permis_]iw.'-:2ecovery of c_Di.tai investment_

giving recc_nitiorl te the intrinsic risks ef miner_-:idevelopment_

In prineiple_ al,_o_.:"they could provide insur_Ince against th_._:

changing, attitnde of cnanglng governmen_ts.,_'_

This Canadian formula fc,z,mineral deve!oDment is a concrete

illustration of p,:.,l',t_of the _4o.de.].we _are.discussing° A similar,

formula was ai_c ,.?.p_:ii_-_din the successful development of the

Australian mineral industry ([<in,__LL%_.L., 1969).

U,,S.. Lan._ Management Law: The Framework

° _f .Mineral Devei_opme.n_t

This _eview is b_.sed o,r._the work of Dempsey_ S. <1_,.2)o

Mining law encompasse_ mules Concerning the ownership of mines and

the relationship between miners <_nd other us_.rs _.-_9lands_ along with

the enfomcement of such _.u!es Ly the State_ The _i_£hts and duties

embodie<_ in these rules '_ "_:.....c,,_mp.... the fT.umework for mineral develcpment o
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Broad categories of mining rules are" (1) rules permitting private

parties to acquire for mining purposes land owned by the State_

(2) rules provi_tin_ for the resolution o_ disputes between rival

claimants where lands of a state are available for acquisition on

'non-exclumive basies_ <$) rules concerning the conduct of exp].or-

ation and mining on lands where the miner_is and surfac_ estatesare

owned by different parties_ (<L) rules dealing with the im,lJact

exploration and mining may have on adjoining lands which are owned

by others:_ (5) rules dealing with the impacts of !and use on the

public at farley, and_ (6) rules discouraging w,_,s-t,_-_s¢f resources°

The primary reason for the success of O.$. Mineral Law in

developing a vigorous mineral industry during the last century is .

attributed to their enforcement by the reasonably efficient and fair

judicial system° Although the laws originated from Congress other

laws were dev_!oped by the courts and executive bodies that dealt

with minerals_. Anoth<.r factor that contribut_:d to successful mineral

development wa_ the !e_al framework which permitte<_ the development

of the mineral industry by the private sector_,

Several important goals of government are embodied in the

Mineral Laws,: First, they are used to generate revenue to support

government. Second_ they promoted regional development_ Areas in

the West, for instance_ were initially developed on account ,,_,ftheir
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rich mineral resources ,such as California and Nevada_ Third_ mineral

laws were also used to _-.ea!izecertain strategic objectives such as

the conservation of war materials_

The laws are dynamic and they change acc.-_._._d.iz_Nto changing

perceptions abouL the value of minerals to na::ional welfare,

Under th,._existing framework the mineral mequiremen'_s of the

country must _-_,esupplied. However_ _ number of developments make

this goal difficult to _ttaJn. The withdrawal of public lands from

operation of mineral disposal laws have c)._e--_tedproblems for _nineral

explorers ,_nd producers° The closume of public lands make it

difficult to assure that mineral goals will be achieved with domestic

production For instanc,_, lands containing valuable deposits of

u_anium and el! shale have been withdrawn f_om disposal_ hampering

private deve!op_nen'tof these rescur,c_.s;

The National Envlr_nm::-n'_alPolicy P_ctis having enormous

impact upon pU_llc land management: and disposal.. This act which is

based upon sound envi_onmentel policy goai_ h_s ]',ecom:.:_the basis of

severe disruption of mineral producinFi activities, The envirc.nmental

impact statement provision of this ac_ and i-_s enforcement by the

courts has disrupted major mineral projects as "the well known Alaska

pipeline and LOuisiana off-shore oil and _as base sale indicated.
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Con.f-,.mio,_in th,_:!<,.<.;s>._<,vs._n:in[<s :_ner._si:-slicer ,sc.__f<_siof_.in

policies., To acbisve th,s m£_era! <._].;,'ie¢:-i';.:esof "the c_un_ry_ th<_

confused ])olioies must be rectifie,.!_.,Fir,st:, it might be necessary to

apply some do_!;inanruse theory in th{_ :for_,ulatior._of.mind-realpolicy

and laws, Unn,<:ce._sso_:yr_st_ictions on e_¢pl,_z_-_'tionand mining must be

eliminated., The Public Land Law Review Commission_, fore example;

came to the conclusion that minerg_l exp!e__atlon an_ development

should have a p-___{;-ferenceover some. or all othem uses on much of

p_hlic lando In urban areas where gravel an,:]sand suppliez' are

becoming scarce there is an .?,merg_in[{co._Iprebe__slonof the n_._edfor

_Drotection ,-_fsan'i and cre.ve],deposits fr<_m 't!:._band,_v_lo-i_!nent_

In the envimonmental field_ the Uo'_o is also facing some tough

choices,. It is believe tha-t after goi__I to. st:me extreme, environmental

standamds will ?'e _e.d._<-conomically tc.le_able, To supi?o_t i'_sminar,al

based economy the U, S., may be forced to make s choice between conserv-

ati(_n (wise use) 7,.n:_"i?%-:_'servation(abstinence).

Another point that n_y be ":_aisedtowards _2atio-,]alizingthe

existing 1,_.<alframework is: land tenure must nor be used to

accomplish other policy goals., For instanee_ there is now the

attempt to _ake lan(_ tenure conditional _to environmental compliance,
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Conditions thr,e,:_t_.niu:_,tenur,_:.iiminishe_ +he value of the mineral

proper,ty _nd make !_ diPi:jcu!r to secure financi._g fo__ development,

Theme are F_ny other w_.ysto achieve envi__o_mental !i_oalswithout

affecting secerity of tenure,

Finally_ fragmentation of policies and confusion i._their

enforcement due,to the proliferation of a_encie$ must be remedied_

This situation prevent the achievement of the goals of mineral

development nnd instead lead to the unnecessary .lissipation of

energies which cculd __therwise have Deen harnessed for more

productiv_ _-efforts.

F_eese_ AoVo (1976), in Natur_! _es:u__c_s P_!icy 1975-i985:

presented an incisive analysis of existin_f resource policies and

concluded theft they are now inconsistent_ outdated and grossly over-

dependent on direct regula'cion ai_ngslde a J._f..et..£e system

economic incenti'_es, Such policies ]_ikew!se fsil to recognize the

interdependenci_-s _mmong resource p_:_ob!emS:.including those of energy

and environm.en%al resources. The paper rec_.m_nendsreduced reliance

on direct reguiatio'_, increased reliance on economic incentives_

measures to cancel unfavomab!e dis_rib,_._tiv,_:effects_ measures to

improve the con]petitiv.,._ness__ndperformc_nce c_f the natv2al resource

industries and ._-eo._ganiza_ion,_both le_islativa and administrative_

branches of governmeni_



The case of the: U oS_A, indicates thc-_t.min.._r,:_ipolicies even_

in a hizhly dev<-_,i.ope_country with a long tt_adition -_fvigors)us

minet_al indust_y_ can stand substantial im::_r,ov,aments. Among the

issues that tend to undermine raineral <ieveloDment are the growing

concer_, over -the .-_nvirc,nm-.?nt_ ccnserv_<-io_._,_threat to stability of

land tenure_ ta_ation __,<,the "":"_....'_,_la ........ s]..... me].i.:_nceon direct

regulation, rather th..._.-,mon a system of incentives_
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POLIC!E e S,_R'_T_v;.-]TES_]',_'PP.,'?_-_PA"c

FOR HINI_RAL DEVELO.P_,_!_;I:FT

Government poiicie_ are a ootent and dynamic agent in shaping

the course of mineral developmen_;o They sup.u_ the prevailing views

of _overnment about the social value of _in_.mals and provide dir_:,.ction$

to the marci_ of development. They thersfore mus_ serve ,cs the uniPying

principles .in mir.,.e_.c_.l,i[eveio[-m_r,r:_t0Although the subject has been

treated by various writ_{rs the following aceoulit is based or' Leido.)

J. (.I_7,,_n.... Caoi!i_ A. (_978) D,._reauof Mines (_)_...........and Fernandez_ J.

(1980).

Policy Objectives

Ministem Jose l,eido clearly s-_ated that the ultimat_ 5oa.l of

the ?.<inist_vof Natur,_.!ResouPcc,s is _he socio-economic development of

the poodle through natumal resources exploit_.tJ.on_ in this connection

he enumersted a number of policy [uidellnes for mineral development.'

1) Improve socio-.,economic conditions of the peo,pl.e._

wide_l distribution of benefi_s {-,_nd<'k_.moc:'atination

of _e_lt h.
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3) To promote social development _;

4) To promote countryside dev31opmer,it_,

5) To increase forei_m exchange ea_/nings..

4) To attain selP reliance in suppl__ of important

commodities _ and

7) To strike a balance between exp].oitatlon and

conservation with due co_,sideration to envJ.ron-

mentm] protection,

The listing of t.he policy objectives as well as the consistency

is quite si_nificant. These objectives epitcmize the perception of

pertinent officials views as to what the mineral industry can do well

for the country it must be r,ncognized 'that only one of these policy

variables can be. ma:-_imizedwhile the other,s either serve as constraints

or ere realized s,s th_ objective vari_b!e is ma:cimized. We may asks,

which of these variables can _.h,_.in6ustry maximize to aci'_.ievethe most

impact on the otb.,-robj,_ctives? Altern_,,',.tively,:are these objectives
o

rea!lv the most appr,opriat_,,_
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P:coblems and SXrategiea

Tha strategies of mineral development enfbody the policies and

take into consideration t_,__roblem.So Fernand_z._.,7o (19S0) identified

the problems of the Philippine Mining Industry as follows_

1) In general_ the mining industry_s most pressing

problem is maintaining an adequste z___turnon

investment as capital and oper.:__tingcosts soar

2) Increasing environmental protection and 9ollution

control regulations '_

3) Lack of capital necessary to sustain expi.:_ration

and development efforts [,

4) Lack of domestic min_ra] pmocessin_, faciliti_:s

wLich restrains use of indi._;;enousraw ma_eria!s$

5) Lack of infr,astructure facilities wf.ich holds back

the'expansion of ,,%xistinzi:,lants_

6) Dependence o'_ the economies of f_w countries which

affects the minin_ sector's growth and developmenti,

7) Lack of geologic baseline dat_ which impedes

exploration activities; and
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8) Lack of skilled and semi-skilled workers needed by

the industr}-.

In a bread way these problems very well represent the

difficulties f_e_.,:_by the industry. In another sense the problems

as stated are too broad, hence vague and il!-_del-stood to be used

in designing effective policy instruments to solve them. Some of

these problems appear overstated_ others understaxed. In any case:,

much need to be done in oPder to understand the nature and magnitude

of effects on mineral and ultimately national development and growth_

Cuided by policies and cognizant of tn_- problems the following

strategi_-: have been adopted to promote mineral developments

Fernandez_ J (1980)°

i] _cce].e.rationof geologic su._v_.y,__ and identification

cf high _ineral potential areas_i,

_ Setting up of data b_kinE_ system:

3) P_._vide fina_cial i_centive_ technical and

infrastructure suQ_orts

S_reamlln_ administrative/bureaucratic processes i

5) Conduct research on identified priority ameas _ and
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6) Exgansion of existing technical su@port facilities

.?_ild _',"'; :i-r:"_ - 7 , end .m.,,9_.ng them me:r,- ,_, _.tlm,:_b_e to _iSerS

it] nddition to th,:,preceding strategies the Bureau of Mines

(i_ ,,.:_a)added t])e items below which' in some cases .over!a.<,those

a!rea.dy m_;_t3_.,J_,.:.d.,b_.itmore clearly art/m,_ _+....the desi1_ed course of

4-J 'r '&Q ,.a.O I.

7) D(ve!_ment of the mineral industry is primarily

t;;_:.-function .of private ,snterp_.i_:.:_._,_ithough the

cy,'- "%;_b'v_T%,' .z "_,_ ......n,,..ntprovides directiou as '_eli as admin.ist-

raiive an<:itechnical s_apporZ._

8]. E:_co_ar.,gemcnt ,:):: _.._,.01_._-<.-_• ' _" _nw.s,_,,_nLs:' -_ + ,, .... and joint •

v_..._-;.__.,_,i.-.-,th.a development of certain mi.ncral

r'_.'SO _irce$.,

r_) Pr'.t-visi.ono',?inc_,.q_ti7,zs_particularly prc,cess,,_d

mineral _o_"̂__,,,.._:;':-.._±,:_o""- ,., iznding, facilities of DBP.,
p

PkT_!.:.,.ndCentral I_an}<_.esneciai..l.yto small miners,,

.......da.,_gstudies of taxes _.ndtariff:

.LO) Provision of infmastruetume s_apport to F._.znkt_

operations and expomt._.,such a,:5feeder roads and

fa..lll...,_,=s-_'ort _ ' "_':
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11) Improvement of __}_et access by diversifying markets

and eliminatin_ disincentives to experts,

Although v"_.riouslyput under strate___/o__ policy objectives the

following items ar.e classified as constme,ints to mineral development

by the writer_

1) Minimization or elimination c,fpollution or

environmental protection _ and

2) Conservation.

The variety ef the_e strategies will certainly lead to

conflicts° For i_.,stanee_considering the limi_'.edresources available

one may as]<_ which should take precedence_ nrovisiou of infrastructure

ar,,_:melated incentives to the industmy or th,_ setting up of data

banks? Or how should mappin!_ and suv,vey activities be prioritized?

Granted some criteria of pric._ity_ how do we know if they lead. to the

best solutions for solvin_j the industry prc,blam:s or _chieving social

P

goals? We may further ask_ to _:hat ext__t s_,_o,_dany £_iven st_ate_,_y

be employed o__ a constraint applied? A_d _,:ine/,!y_ what pitfalls are

there in applying a specific strateLD_ such as _he opening up of

lending facilities such as the D_P_ and Pl_5_ tc mining firms both

small or big? The motives of a Strategy or policy ma_} be good but the

impact te society may be catastrophic if not prope<cly guided!
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ProKra-:,.s and Projects

The Mina__ai Development Plan is envisioned to reach the

following target_ (Bureau of Mines, _97_a):

i) Increase contribution t_ gross domestic product

so that by 1982 mineral co[._-tributionwill be

about 2.,8percent iuste&d of the usual two or

lower, This __requiresa._annual _._owth rate of

13.3 percent during 19_-1_83,

2) Total export earnings of th_._co,_ntry is planned

to gro,_ by 2_,:,,_percent annually d_,ring i'.7-7_:-1983o

3) Emp!oyuen._ in :._inlngis expected to increase f__om

7_000 in !9'77 to _!O_0OO in 19_:3o

4) The _evelopment cf mining communities ax'e expected

to oce_.::._ during the period w;nere country sideo

development will be pro_:,ted by the establishment

.:_fmoads pO_S.._ communicaticn system:.,,oower and

cot*_age iudu_tries_ among others.,

As to pro_ram_ two $_-_eieentified by the Bureau of _,._ines

(iS78a): First_ durin_ 197_-i.q_97_six copper and t_.o gold projects
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are expected to come on s'treams. Secondly,_,metal based projects such

as the copper sme-,_ter;,imon and st_.el mills_ and alumina smelting

facilities,, among others_ are also expected to rise during the period.

Fernandez_ J (1B8_) enumerated ten programs which are aimed

at implementing the policies according to the strategies stated

earlier. Their titles are:

I) Geologic Data and Mineral Lands Management System

2) Geologic Survey Program

',_)Offshore _llneual Surveys Program

4 ) Re,_-'earchPro_iram

5) Manpower Deve!opm,_t Program

6) Equipment Acquisition Prod{ram

7) Institutional Restructuri_ Prog_am

8) Minel_al Resources 7[neen,_ives?ro_-_am

9') Environmental Protection P_ogmam

1.0_ infrast_uctu're De_,_lo,.m_:_ P_°,c}_r,am

These titles are partly self-ex.plana-torv b_iE the details are spelled

out in the scurce.

The bu!_eau of Mines (19'78a) list down._a great variety of

specific activities exceeding 190 ite__ns. !'_orethan 95 per cent of these

activities are .tehnical. directed at the inventory of mineral resources.
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The rest pemtain to environmental activities and on the social aspects

of mining which are barely implemented due to lack of personnel°

STATUS AND PROBLEMS OF MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

Researches ol_ the domestic mineral, industry are here viewed

__rom the framework of the industryts development, In effects the

researches are examined as they provide information on the development

variables discussed in an earlier chapter. There is an uneven

distribution of researches among the development variabies_ perhaps_

reflecting the developing state of the country rather than irrational

behavior, For instance_ out of $25 titles we examined 37.6 percent

were associated with mineral endowment_ 20.8 percent with technology_

13.6 percent touched on the global economic environment_ 23.2 percent

dealt with domestic environment and %°_ percent focused on investments.

Considerahie _aps in infor_etion are a?parent even as the most

heavily researched areas show abundant inadequacies.

Factor Endowment

As indicated earlier this consists of variables without

which no mineral industry can occur. They may be called geological_

institutional and hu;nan resources.
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The bulk of mineral researches deals with the generation

of b_sic geologic informa_.ion which se_r_es as volt;able input to the

various stages of the mineral iadustrly0 Such information likewise

becomes the basis for estimating the mineral :?esources of the country.

They come in the form o,':maps_ geological papez's of various kinds_

and tables_ These works may be seen in the bibliog-r,aphies of geo!ogi-

cal literatume (Aquino, B._ 1974!, Aquino_ B° and L.,Go Santos., 1971_

Bureau of Mines., 1979_ Teves, ,7.8o,,1953)o

Examples of works men.tioned above are the various geologic

maps_ mineral maps_ and tecton;[c maps _.papers on the geology of

various areas in 1:he country i and assessment of res-crves -_nd

resources of mineral commodities llke coal_ copper, iron, chromite_

sillca_, dolo_nite and lir_estone_ in places like i<alinga-Apayao_ Benguet

or Surigao_ (Bureau of Mines; fC_._69_Mendeieev_ D._, 1976._ Kintanar_

A. and To;_[_Luna,, 1976). Some of th:_ important information from these

works are given in summar_,.--.s(Bacuta_ G_C._ 1979_, Philippine RepLiblic_

1975_ and Min_st?_! of Nat_ai Resources :,1979)..

Areas covered by reconnaissance survey as of 1975 aY_ounted

to 18.13 million hectares o_ 60_59 percent of total .land area_ as of

1979_ areas covered by detailed and semi_detailed surveys amounted to

1.75 million hectames_ or 5_85 percent of the country's to_al land

area, while those ameas gpanted leases amounted to I_0,2_0 hectares_
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T_ble 9

Types of Maps Prepared by "¢he Bureau of Mines

Name of Map Scal2 Date of
Publication Coverage Remarks

1. Geological Map of

the Philippines I,:'I,000_000 1963 entire Philo 8 sheets/set

2, Mineral Distribution

Map of the Philippines 1:2_500_000 1973 entire Phil.

3. Geology & Minez_al

Resources Map of 1974 Reports of

the Philippines !,230_000 present by provinces Investigation

4. Geologic Map of in tracing paper_

the Philippines !:5_000_00 1978 entime Phil. ready for printin

5° St_uczural/Tectonic

Map of the

Philippines 1,5_00C,000 .!976 entire Phil.

6, Mineral Map_ of base map PCGS

the Philippines I:!_0£_000 !973 entire £hil, usin_ polyconic

projections un-

a Copper - 1974 published maps
b Iron - 1974

c Coal - 1976

d Chromite - 1976

e Gold - 1976

f Manganese - 1976

g. Othem metallic

ore deposits - i_75 '
h. non-metallic

deposites 1976

7, ERTS-1 Photomosaic of dates "taken Oct.

the Phi!ippines I_1_000_00 eni:ire Phi!i 72-,Nov 73
accomplishment

8. Geologic Map a_ of 1, Eastern

(Coast lines) 1:50,000 Sept, v80 Surigs_
del Norre i00%

2. Leyte 80%
8. };egros 80%
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Date of

Name of Map Scale Publication Coverage Remarks

o
9, Geologic Map-Land as of 1o l!ocos Norte _00;_

sat Interpretation I:.,L_0,,_000 _Se_t_,:_0 2, Central Luzon 80%

10_ Magnetic Intensity

Map 1:250:000 --do - Samar 100%

11. Residual Map 1°250,_00_ do - Mindoro 100%

12. Normal Running

Average Map 1:250 _000 - do -- Mindoro 100%

13_ Second Vertical

Derivative Map 1:250 _000 - do - Mindoro 20%

14. Simple Bouguer

Map I:250,000 -.do - Mindore 50%

Source: Basic d,_:_..... __om Philippine Bur,_au o:!.--Mines.



or only 0°60 pe_,cent of the country's land area_ Estimates of known

and discoverable resources were al_o m_de for cop'get,,gold_ nickel_

iron manganese and other mine_als, (See T{_',b]__:,%),,

Considc ..,_._:..ngth{_ small pPopor'ticn ¢_f :_:x,easwhi_]h have undergoue

semi-detailed and detailed su_veys_ muc_ have yet to be surw_yedo In

fact_ systematic geologic_ geochemical and geophysical studies have

yet to be done to cover the need for quality geologic information

which re_.nainsomely inadeq'_ate (Tupas_ 1977:. Austria:, 1977a)..

Expansion of the economic zone offshore has further magnified zhe

basic womks tb-._tmust be done.

Researches concerning ou_,-_ins_ituticnal arid human _esources

are scarce. Suffic_.:_it to say that we have th{ basic legal and

bumeaucratic framework (e.g. Commonwea!th Act :},3'7....P oDo 463; h_.._re_..uof

Mines) without which th6 mineral industry canner thrive= We also

have a body of _5kill,admanpower on which, the industry deDends_ a fact

generally t.?.kenfor gr_nted but which was stTcongiy felt at the time

when the ind_istry had to import foreign _iners abroad (Santos_. T_Mo

and D.Co Salita: 1980), We even have a number of schools which

produc_{ geoiozists_ mining engineers _metallurgists (Sonido_ Eo ,_1977)o

Undoubt6dly,; our existin_ institutions, and manpower are still inadequate

in quality and quantity a_d studies are desi_eable in orde_ to under-

stand how they can contribute further to mineral development_
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Techno logy

Being an international industry_ mining must make use of the

most efficient <echnel.ogy to re_min cm,_(_etitiveo But beca_se the

generation :..,_fmining technology is beyond the me_.ns of a developing

country new technology must be imported r_nd adopted for the various

stages of mining., Even here the proper choice and costs of technology

is a difficult prc;Dler_i([upas_ M.H. 1977), Aus-_ria_ B (1976b) pointed

out the numel_cus teck:_,ologias that enter, in tha various stages of

the mineral industry° Studies mainly of adaptation to local conditions

can be seen in various bibliographi_-'-s(Rqui__o_ B. _ 1974; Aquino_ B

and LoG. Santos_ 197!_ Bureau of Mines, 1978b_ 1978c.) In certain

situations it is imper,_'tiveto develop technologies locally to suit

the peculiarity of OtL_meteria!s. For instance_ such studies must

be done to ms.]<<{,economic tha extraction of our vast lateritio iron

ore resources_ and to apply direct reduction t,:_chnologyto produce

iron out ._f local m_,tamials (e.g:,_ Weim_ R_Do ..1977._ San Miguel, A_,Fo

. ' . ,,R. -_..o. San Miguel_ A r Jr,._ _.0 PedronJr ' L,Oo Pedron. C 8ison:, _,96,._ . o . _ "

G.Co Magkawas._ 1963).

The effect of some technologies on the industry can be very

profound (Santos_, T.M. and. D,Co Sa!ita_. !990).. For instance_ the

revolution in b_._k shipping and the discovery of huge _ low cost iron

ores in pl,aces like: f',_tr_,_lia_.Indi_._ and. Brazii made Philippine direct
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shipping iron ores non-competitive in the world m_r]<et during the

1960s only to resurrect in _:he 1970s wh_:_npell_tizing technology was

perfected making magnetite salads econo_:ico g_.gain_,the ado_:)tionof

open pit mining technology to copper extr_.',,tioncompletely changed

the structure oe _his industry and brought it to an eminent position

among world producers, Many technologies and changes that could

affect the domestic industry are emceneing without their implications

being unr3e_st_c:d_ The new energy.,situation._ mining of sea nodules,

hydrometallurg_y_ electronic data proces._i-%_,among others:, are forces

whic.h will affect mineral technc.lo.!i_yand development and their

effects on _he local industry must be understood_

Researchers appreciate the inad_quacy of mesearch activities

in the co,retry wb.Lch _nay be du_-to inada_uat_e facilities_-, few

qualified resea_chers_ and inad,_quate incentives (Punongbayan.:. 1979),.

A large body of rese_.rches done by the industry are presumably

kept in confidev_tial f_l::_s. These must pertain undoubtedly to
P

e×ploration_ development,, minin_ and _i!l,ingo
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Global Economic Environment

Developments in various parts of the world affect the domestic

mineral industry both in the long term and in the short term. Factors

that expand global demand generally favor the local industry while

those that expand supply adversely affect it_ Since the local industry

has to sell in the world market it must re_in competitive. Access to

markets of various countries may be critical especially in obtaining

a fair price for the local mineral. The movement of prices affect

revenues and may influence profits and investments. In short_ all

factors affecting the world mineral _rket invariably affect the

domestic industry° Although there seem to be general that global events

affect the local industry_ in-depth research is apparently wanting.

Some of the affects of Klobal events may be culled from the

work of Santos_ ToM. and DoC, Salita (19S0)° The rapid growth of the

local gold industry in the 1930s was a response to the increase in gold

price from $20°67 to $35.00 per ounce_ However_ the deterioration|

of the primary gold iudustry since the 1950s resulted from the decline

in real price since nominal price was officially pegged at $35.00 per

ounce. The decision of the U_S_ Government to let gold seek its own

price level in the market during the 1970s was predicted to stimulate

the growth of the local primary gold industry. With respect to

coppem_ its rapid _Urowth during the !960s and 1970s was ascribed to
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among others_ the _apid gmcwth of the Jap,_tneseeconomy as well as to

the expansion in demand due to the Korean and Vietnam wars_

E×pectations about the political developments in Southern

Africa have apparently boosted the iGcal exploration and development

of chromite deposits _ since Southern Africa is a major producer and

uncertai__ty about its political fuZure makes consumers look for

alternative sources. In nicke!_ the entry of other producers in

Austra!ia_ New Caledonia, Indonesia and the Philippines has broken

the control on price by International Nickel ::Jfcanada resulting

in depressed prices.

Som,-,,_studies noted that the dependence of the local copper

industry on the Japanese market gives the latter considerable m_rket

power which permitted them to secure favorable terms at the expense

of the local copper " _.... , ..... .!n(_c._-.tr3For instanc_,_ _t,_ack on copper

purchase has been resorted to du_ing times o_ slack demand with

serious consequences to the local industry_ (_y_ R. and J. Estanislao_

1972._ CRC_ !973,_ Martinez._ B, !975).

A great variety of global issues affecting the mineral

industry must be studied in the context of local industry° Fom

instance_ under _hat terms should governmen_ to government copper

sales be contracted? What effects wot!d joining the CIPEC (omgan-

ization of copper producing countries) have on 'the industry?
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Why do we need to import iron c.res when we have considerable r:_semves?

What are the effects of high energy costs and high taxes on the

industrv's ability to compete? In the p!_ne to produce metallic

=oppee_ aluminum and steel, what problems do we expect to encounter

that may hamper the success of these projects? how do we stabilize

or maximize export earnings IProm minerals? Fincllv, how will simply

and demand shape up in the coming yeams and how will this affect our

market shares?

The study of the global economic environment affecting, mineral

supply, demand, prices and avail:bility is a serious basiness which

governments like those of the US, USSR_. UK_ Japan° W, Germa::y:_France_,

Canada, among others_ find impertan"t to undertake. This is so because

in minerals_ their industrial prosperity and even national survival

may depend, to a ic_rge :_xtent. £]ndertaking similar researches will

undoubtedly confer considerabL..',benefits to the country.

I

Domestic En vi_.onment

The. domestic environmant refers tc the sum total of economic_

social and political factors _:ich ultimately determine policies°

With respect to the minerzl industry_ its value to society? be it

actual or perceived, determines the environment.that breeds mineral

policies, given the existing political situation.
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Despite the, paucity of policy related researches_ almost every

writer dealing with minerals has somethin_ to say nbout what good or

harm they de and what should be done to them° So_,_:_.of the impomt_nt

works that may be consulted on the subject are those of Meda!la._ F o

(1977)_ Medalla F_ and M_ Pefiangco_ 1977_ CRC_ 197q., CRC_ 1973;.,

Dy_ R.T. and J. Estanislao_ 1972:_ Esguer_a_ FoB._ 1969_ Fernandez_

J,C,_ 1980- N_a_oa, EoF0_ 196g_ Santos_ ToMe and D,,Co Saiita._ 1980_,

Soncuya_ C0 and P, Lo_ 1980_'_Gonzales_ SoL0:_ 1979_ Leido:, J. Jr,.,,1977{

Caoili, Ao_ 197[;:_Bumeau of Nines_ 1978_.j Agawin_ L. and H. Oliva_ !979_

MIRDC_ 1976._ MIRDC_ .1974 _ including the various laws governing minerals.

These works either analyze o_ state the benefits or bad from the

industry,_,wklat the industry should do or could do, and what should be

dene to promote its d_-_velopmentoz" check -i':hebad it brings,

Most writers e_cknowled_e the important role of the mineral

industry as a foreign exchange earne_ Ministe_ _ Leido (1977)

recognized this role when he said that the minerc,.!industry plays a

"pivotal role' in national develc_p_!eJ_t''by providin_ badly needed

foreign exchange,. The, industry is also cited .as an important source

of tax revenues _ a providep for job opportunities and ,;"ccnt_-ibutor

to national production.. All the_ ar_ ackno-_ledged in -th,_works

cited above.
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Further processing c,f the :_ctals by producing metallic eopper:_

nickel; aluminum _nd steel is also perceived as an impo_t_.nt step

towards the industrialization of the co_,mtr¥_ as such metals become

the raw 1_terials for r_ew-material-sterved domestic metal based

industries_ in addition to realizing higher value _dded and enhancing

the goal of market diversification (Ronquiiio_ B. 1978_ M!RDC_ 197_i.

MIRDC, 1976_ Estabillo_ R._ 1979_ Caoi!i, A- A., 1978_ Bureau of

Mines, !978a) °

No less important but less prominently known is the fact that

mining operations contribute to rural development only in providing

employment_ tax revenues_ social services such a_ hospital._ school_

manpower training, and most important an _n _onme_ that conduces

to development _ (Soncuya _ Co and _Lo_ P,. _._.o_.j_._3ure_u uf Mines_, 1980a,_

Gonzales_ S_ 1979). In recognition of this._ some government agencies

seek to establish baseline information on the socio-economie in,pact

of mining (Bureau ,'>f_.lines_!950_.) and in fact specifiers that the

industry should contribute to regional an([ rural development (Bureau

of Mines_ 1978a_, Fernandez, J._ 1980).

The perceived value of the industry leads to the view_ at least

of some quarters_ that the develop._nt of -the mineral industry must be

encouraged as evidenced in tax and other types of incentives like tax

exemptions, subsidy_ and planned construction of infrastructure in
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minemalized areas (_:._zon,B,, 3_]50_ _uzman, SoToJ Jr and G0 Esguerra_

1969_ Roa,_ CoG._ 1_!59:_Fernandez_ J°_ 1970_ _-reau of Mines_ 1978a:_

RP_ Dept. of Finance_ 1973'i,Destreza_, Co 1979)o

Wotw_thstanding the benefits_, the industry i3 also recognized

as responsible for environmental degradation and pollution and that

it depletes nonrenewable minerals to the detriment of the future

generations. (Bureau of Mines,_ 1980b_ Bureau of Mines_ 1978a_

Medalla_, F.,_ 197'7 Bureau of Mines_ 1980co Caoili,_ Ao, 1978i Zamora_

P.J., 1980)_ Consequently, measures to alleviate ecological damag e

reduce pollution_ and penalize polluters and compensate victims have

surfaced.

There is also the perception in some quarters that The mineral

industry is a _pampered industrv'_° Deputy Minister Aguenza captured

this view when he said _:......I Think the mineral indastrv is one of

the most awa:_ded industries in the couatmy in terms of incentives.

I don_t think the government can give more than what the industry
J

is getting now_ nor will the cabinet, the HEDA or Minister Virat._

be predisposed to grant additional icentives for the mining industry_ '_

(Punengbayan_ Ro _ 1979). This attitude most likely result from the

view that the mining industry is mainly o_ned by rich people.

Government officials_ however_ are keen at previding incentives to

small miners. (Business Day_ _ov. 27_ 19_0_ Bureau of Mines_ 1978ai{

Con_ti_ FoAo and F.M. Relov_ 1@7G),
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I:_creasingly; the processing of ores into useable metals rather

than concentrates is becoming a desirebl,:._social goal for several

reasons. Fi__st_ further processing permits the production of more

values out of the sa1_.eunit c,f ore. Seconds-this will allow more

flexibilitv in marketin_ since even developing countries can use the

refined me£al "thus lessening dependence upon very few d_veloped

countries. Third_ substantial savings on costs of transportation

can be realized, But the most ir,._por_antreason is th_,_conviction

that metal processing will lead to the emem._[enceof other industries

such as the fertilize?, electrical a_d metal fabrication wh/_h will

lead to the industrialization of the co_,_ntry, As a matter of fact:

_here is already u_._ =_a_:-."._orkfor a modest ferrous _n.4non-ferrous

metal fabricating industr}' _...._b<chdep_,n:.'tsunon highly variable imported

raw materials, Thou?h :.'_riva-::e!_-';ainsmay be minimal in processin_

(about 6,0 percent return _,...investment fc._copper smelterll........_= _<:,cial

returns m_.ybe substanti_il. (A].onzc,-C:apist.:_no_AoZo, 196_.'.Dye,R_'T°

and J. Est_nislao: 19725 L'stabiilo.,?:....:.1977_. _'4!RDC_1976!, MIRDC._
P

1974:; Puyat, 0.,_ ::976_,Ronquiiio_ B.. 1978)..
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Investments

Investments are a crucial problem-in the mineral industry

because without them mineral production is not possible. Given

possible so_ce, s_ investt,ents may be cc.',mmit-;n_donly if there is a

better chanc_._of making profits at reasonable risks than elsewhere,

We therefore focus here on studies that de_.! with the system of

incentives and disincentives which in the ultimate analysis deter.mines

the profitability and risk of a mineral venture,

Money raised from domestic sources such as the stock market

and banks_ among others_ represent but a small portion of investments

in mining. Long term and medium term foreign equity may be available

(Santil!an, T., 1977_ Herrera_ R., 1977_ Tsuda_ M. 1978),

incentives

Cognizant of the need for foreign investments,,, the government

has adopted a ._tpolicyof encouragement and attraction '_with respect

to preferred areas of investments_ as expmessed for instance in the

Export Incentives Act (PJ_6135) and Investment Act (l_k 51_5) which

guarantee foreign investors the opportunity to recover their investments,

earn reasonable profits and repatriate them (Lava_ H.C_ n,d.). More

speeifically_ and the Mineral Development Act of 1974 (P_D. 463)_ as
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amended, has provided a _eehanism whereby _ foreign firm can act as

a service contractor tc. the government or any domestic firm and earn

at most 4.0percent of the net proceeds before lax as fee (which may

include dividends if the contractor is also a stock holder).

Considerable tax incentives are available in "the mining

industry which are granted by the investment Inc_mtives Act (RA No.

5186)._ and the Mineral Developmei_t Act of 19'74,_which include_ among

others: exemption from tariff duties and eompensatin_ tax on the

import of eq;iipment and spare parts and in appropriate cases, exemption

from all taxes except income tax for five years. (Gison_ Co n.d. f_

Carpic, A T_ _,Igf?)_ T,_.b].e5 summarizes th<_ important t:_x incentives

avg_ilab!_ to min_,_ai 2rodacers These incentives, anDng others_ have

substantiaily contributed to the devei.c,pment of the local mineral

industry du_ing the 1960s and 1970s (Tolentino, E._ 1972[, Santos_ T°M.

and D_C0 Salita_ 1980)o

Apart from t_x exemptions cited above_ other forms .n_ J centives

have _iso been made available to the mineual industry. For instance_

the government has extended s_sidT' tc the gold industry since 1954

through the Gold Industry Assistance Act (a system of tax reliefs),

indicating the government's firm commitment %0 _,_+ect the industry

when necessary (RP_ Dept. of Finance, 197_ Comia_ _oA_ and C.To

Narcisa_ 1979_ Destreza C., !979). More _ecent developments indicate
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Table 5

Specific Tax Incentives

A. The Investment Incentives Act (Republic Act No, 5186). This Act

grants preferential tax and other benefits to registered enter-

prises in Drefezred areas, i,eo those sectors which are of crucial

:_WOimportance to the nation's development. _, categories are

recognized,; viz. preferred pioneer and prefez,red non-pioneero

Incentives to Preferred Non-pioneer enterprises

io Deduction from taxable income of all capitalized organizational

and pme-operationai expenses over, a period of not more than

10 years from the dat_!;of operation,.

2. Accelerated depreciatiQn Qf fixed assets.

3o Car_y-forward of net operating losses incurred in any of the

first 10 years of operation for -the following six years,,

4, Total :)rparZial exemption from tamiff duties and compensating

tax on importations of capital machinery_ equipment, and spare

parts, within seven years from the date of registration of
the enterprise under certain eond_,_l,.ns.

P

5. Tax cz'cdit equal to i00:[ of the value of the compensating

tax and customs duties "_hat would have been paid on machinery,

_n,_,= _ equipment .purchased fTom a domestic manufacturer had these
it_ms been imported. Another tax credit equal to 50% of such

compensating tax and customs duties is given to the domestic
manufacturer.
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6. Credit for taxes witheld on interest payments of foreign

loans _f no such credit is enjoyed by the lender in his

country and the registered enterprise has assumed the

liability to pay the tax.

7. Deduction from taxable income of certain amounts to be

determined by the Board of Investment (BOI) of undistributed

profits reinvested b_f a registered enterprise in its capital

stock for procurement or expansion of machinery and equipment
used in its business.

8o Anti-dumping protection with respect to in_ortation of

goods and commodities that unfairly or unnecessarily compete

with those produced by the registered enterprise.

9° Additional deduction from taxable income of 50% of expenses_

but not exceeding 10% of the direct labor wage, incurred for

upgrading unskilled labor.

10o P_efe?ential tre_tment in the grant of government loans but

this incentive can be availed of only by enterprises which

are Philippine Nationals.

B. Incentives to Pioneer Enterprises

1o Exemption from _l!l taxes under the National Internal Revenue

eode_ exoep-t income tax on a gradually diminishing scale.

2_ Post cperativ_ tariff protection to an extent not exceeding

50% of dutiable value cf imported items similar to those being

manufactured by the pioneer enterprises_

C. Export • Incentives Granted by the investment Incentives Act

1o A tax credit e_ual to the sales_ compensating and specific

taxes and duties paid on raw materials and supplies and _n

the manufacture of _xport products and part thereof°

2o Additional deduction from taxable ir_co_ for the first fiw_

years from registrations, of dimeet labor cost and Local raw

materials used ir_ the manufacture of export products but
not exceeding 25% of total revenue However_ the local

raw material component of traditional exports is excluded
from the allowed deduction.
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Do Incentives from the Mineral Resoumces Development Act of !974

!, Exemption from all taxes,:, fees and othe_ charges that may be

imposed by any local governing body such as cities or

prc_vinces _

2. Exemption from all taxes_ except income tax_ for a period

starting from the date of _sxploration _d ending five years

from the date of commercial pr'oductlon on importation of

machineries_ equipment_ supplies and materials required for

the mining operations.

3o Exemption from all taxes except income tax for the same

five year period on all minin Z elaims_ i_provements thereon
and mineral products derived therefrom,

Source: Gison_ C,_ n.d. Studies in International Fiscal Law:

Taxation of the E_tractive Industries:, V_LXiIIa, pp. 459-_73,
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the efforts of the _overnment to infuse public funds into the industry.

For instance_ the Development Bank Of _-,-_._.cPhilip,pines has Coal

Financing as well as Gold Financing _!ro_rams° in tn_ latter,

7100 million annually was allotted for !975-!979 (Ampongan_ Ao_ 1977)o

More recently it was reported that both _he Philippine National Bank

and the Development Bank of the Philippines, which have already a

FI.5 billion loan ex_posure in a mining company in trouble:_ have alloted

additional _300 million to finance th<_:construction of facilities

(Business Day_ October 6_ 1980_ p.7). There is also agitation to

create Loan Fund for small mining (Bulletin Today,_ May 6_ 1980_ po 25)°

All these indicates the p?_,?wingwillin_zness of the government to

venture into the risky and capital intensive mine__al industry_

certainly an important area for resea__ch and policy_

Other form of _centives, among others_ consists of mechanisms

fo_ facilitating the processin_ of applications for various mineral

activities_ prevention of the occurrence o_ speedy settlement of

conflictin_ _laims_ and provision for continuity of operation despite

li_igation_ Another form of incentives are ii!ustmated by the effort

of government to improve the iuality, variety_ quantity and accessibility

of technical information and services and the provision for infra-

structures such as roads, power facilities and ports (e.g. Bureau ef

Mines_ 197Sa_ Fernandez_ J_:. 1980)o
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Constra_.!_ts o22__velop!_ent

Despite the avowed goal of the government to hasten the growth

of the mineral industry in order to help finance the ambitious national

development plen_ other objectives genemate forces that tend to under-

mine the development of the industry° $ech forces :nay be classified

under (1) _problem taxes"_ and (2) "prob!em regulations_'o

In a nutshel!_ the issues against '_problem taxes '_are that_

(i) they create an uncertain investment environment in which rational

long term planning becomes impossible3 and (2)they a_x_ecrude in the

sense that they affect both ._arnings and capital_ both profitable

and losing mines° They lead to confusion as to the real intention

of the government_ and to frustrations for those who have made strong

commitments based on the very liberal incentives°

Fez',convenience o.f reference the taxes normally paid by mining

firms are smm_rized in Table 6. This may be used in conjunction with

the table on incentives to appreciate the ineentives_

The problem taxes may be illustrated by the controversy on the

(I) phasing out of percentage depletion alJ.owance" (2) export t_x_

(3) p_emium tax_ and (4) increased and vaiorem tax,
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Table £,

Taxes Payable• Gener:_.llyby

the Minin_ Industz_y

-- ,^ Ao

A. Corporate Income Tax

For domestic corporation (incorporated unde? Philippine

laws)_ the income tax z_ate is 25% foz" the first _i00_O00 of net

income from world wide sources an_i 85% on the excess.

For mesident forei_r._cor%_c_2ation_ the income tax rates are

the same as for th_ _omestic corporation except that they ape

based on net inccme from Philippine operations only.

If the corporati¢$r; is close?.y held t0% owned by or for not

more than five pop-sons) or its net income exceeds 10% of i%s

net womth_ in case of _,_,domestic corpom?tion,, .o;_ its net assets in

the Philippines:_ in case of a bmanch_ an additional t_x of 5%

is imposed, based on the same. _axabie incom_.:',,subject Zo the

b

20-30% _at es _,

B° Mining Taxes

Base •Tax

a° Leased lands

I_. Occupation fee Per Hectare V2.00
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2. Rentals

Coal

First 10 years Fe_ Hectare _5.00

After 10 years Per Hectare 10o00
Other Mineral Pem Hectare 2.00

3, Royalties
Coal Per ton Such amount

(!016kg) stated in
the lease

but not less

than _0.20

Gold Actual market 1.5%

of gross output

All other Actual market 2%

Minerals value of annual

gross output

bo Mineral Lands not undem lease

Ad valorem tax Actual. market 2% except

value of gross gold which

annual output is subject
to i_5%

Source: Gison_ Cornelio_ StuJics cn International Fiscal Law:

Taxation of the Extractive Industmies_ v..LXIIIa,

pp. 459-473_
D
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Depletion allowance basically is a devise to decrease tax

payment of a mining firm to replenish the fixed mineral stock which

is depleted by production: ,._concept accepted it. __any countries such

as the United States, I_ was introduced int_ the country's mineral

law in 1960 by Republic Act No. 2698 which allowed a firm to ded cct

23 percent of grc,_s income, but not to exceed 50 percent of net inco_ne_

before income tax is calculated, The depletion allcwanee_ as con-.

calved above_ was form_ally revised by PoD, No. %9 and Revenue

Regulation 5-76 of April 2, 1976_ which set down the rules on the

computation of cost depletion which essentially reduced depletion

allowance to the recovery of the costs of deve!o_;ment and exploration

of a p?oducing property_ not otherwise recoverable by depreciate_on.

More detailed discussions of the issues can be found in the literature

(Carpio_ AoT,_, 1977_ Tolentino_ E,_ 1972_ Base Metals Association of

the Philippines_ Inc,, 1_Z72_ CI£C_ 1973)o

Imposition of Export Tax and Premium Duty was introduced by

P.D. 230, It,was suspended by ,_xecutive Order, NoSe 43a,450,_q.57_588

and later re-imposed by Executive Order No.. 581, The expor t tax

imposes _,0 percent ta,x on the free-on-board (f.o..b.) value of the

mineral_ while the premium tax slaps a 20 percent duty on the mineral

value based on the difference between actual l,'riceand a base price

determined bythe Bureau of Customs (Business Day_ June 4,,1980:_ p, 11;

Carpio_, A.To_ 19775 Business Day_ Nov° 27_ 1980_ p. 17).
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Most recent controversy on mine tax.3.rioncentered on Batasan.?_

Pambansa No o 43 which increased _d valcrem tax on mineral production

from 1_5-2o0 percent to 5.0 percent. To soften the impact of the law

P.D,_ 1724 was passed to give the. President the power to revise tax

rates_ especially for ma.rgina! mines, when national interest so

requires, Shorn of all verbiage_ the tax was intended to raise funds

in a simple (in the sense of easy to col!,,,_et)way_ whereas objections

were based on the fact that the tax was not considered in the evaluation

of the projects nc.w operating and ther_,.-.forethe investors committed

large investments under the assumption of more liberal tax environment.

The objections are heightened by the fact that the tax will not only

bite into the profits c.,fthe profitable mines_ but likewise into -the

returning capital of marginal and sub-marginal mines. Und.,'_:rthe

situation only three out of about 2_0 firms will earn some profits

at level that could keep them marginal <_arcla, .M=A°_ 1980_

Business Day Nov, 27_ 1980 p, !7_ _usiness day_ June 4_ 1950, p.1),,

"D

_-_sl_,_from th,_ "_prcblem taxes '_there are also regulations

that adversely affect the mineral industry° These regulations are

mainly premised on th_ n,-_edto protect ti-;eenvironment either for its

ow_] sake or fo_ men, These consists of th,,t_(1) requirement of

Environmental Impact Statement for any mineral project_ (2) declaring

certain areas as excluded from mineral activities I (3) requirements

for arresting environmental degradations, and (4) fines to compensate

victims of pollution.
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The regulation that projects which tend to affect the environ-

ment should submit a formal report on such impacts and what it plans

to do with them_ to be approved by the Govern_ent_ is mandated by

P.D° NOo 1151 A new decree_ P.D_ No. 1586_ was issued in 1979 to

give more teeth to P_D_ No. 1151o The Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) are thought in so_ quamters to be expensive, difficult to

prepare and bordering on the <'esoteric_. (Punongbayan _ R._ 1979)

If experience of the UoSo is any indication of things to come: then

this particular requirement will lead "to lengthy legal battles whloh

d_elay the construction of projects and costs a lot of money° Recent

local experiences are pertinent. The copper smelter origina!ly

proposed f:;r construction in San Juan Batangas and expected to come

on stream in 1979 is now being constructed in Isabel, Leyte and may

come on stream in 1982 bec:_7:seof environmental eontroversy_ a delay

of at least three years_ nor to mention the costs associated with the

transfer and delay. Again_ apprehensic_ abo<_ the safety of the

Bataan Nuclear Plant caused a delay in its construction plus a very

hefty increase in costs from $1.2 billion before the revision which

included additional environmental safeguards to $1.9 billion aftiro

Large tracts of land are also being closed to mineral development

in form of bird and wild life sanctua?ies_ military reservations,

tourist reserves_ forest and watershed reservations. Whatever minerals
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Table 7

Partial List of Government Resemvations

With Mineral Exploration Permits

Name of Gov't. Area of Total Area of Mining

Reservation Reservation prospects/exploration

I. Central Cordillera Forest 597,138o19 has° 43_558.42 has.

Reserve (Northern Luzon)_ (32,350.90 has.
1929 excluded from

reservation)

2, Sta. Cruz Reforestation

Project, Zan_ales_ 196_ 7_799_64 has, 371o70 has°

3. Mt. Lingat Forest
Reserve Mindoro 15_216_00 has_ 7_000.00 has°

4, Talavera River Watershed

Forest Resemve, Nueva

Ecija and Vizcaya 37,295o35 has,. 994.76 has°

5, Masbate Forest Reserve 34-_87 Oi has° 4,570°86 has.

6. Mr. Kabanulan Forest

Reserve, Davao_ 1966 20_420,0¢ has, 9_376o01 has,,

70. Mt. Balakan Forest Reserve_

Cotabato_ 1967 17_,.,_"'_"o00has° 226.00 has,

8. _lansalay Forest Re{ervo_

Oriental Mindoro_ 196_ 15_255o00 has° 5_000°00 has_

9. Kasibu Forest Reserve:

Nueva Vizcaya_ 1967 !6_619.00 h.as,. 4,:.173.00has,

I0o Dibudalan Mountain Forest

Reserve_ Sub-prov. of

Aurora Quezon_ 1966 3,'754,00 has° 2_32071 has°
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Name of Gov_t_ Area of Total Area of Mining

Reservation - Re servat icn [ro spects/ex_lomatio£

ii° Mr. Sugarloaf Forest
Reserve_ Zamboanga del

Sum and Norte, 1966 50_173o00 has. 2_7S7o50 has°

12. Northern Iloeos Notre

Forest Reserve 105_242o00 has° !_753.15 has,

13. Southern Iloeos Norte

Forest Reserve 22_687.70 has

14. Katipunan-Manukan-
Molave Forest Reserve 783°56 has.

15o Pantabangan Wa_ershed_

Nueva Ecija - 5_103o00 has°

16. Mabini-Dasol-Infanta

Forest Reserve_

Pangasinan - 1_02_.45 h_so

17. Magat River Forest Reserve - 1_606.38 has°

18o Communal Forest and

Reforestation Project_ Ben_uet - 79.98 has°

19. Abulog River Forest Reserve_

Kalinga_ Apayao 379,,79 has,,

20° Casiguran and Mangian Forest
Reserve - 6_239.00 has°

D

21. Mr. Mobanghil Forest Reserve0
Zambales - g48.,3! has.

22. Southern Zambales Fore,_t Reserve - 572.33 has°

23. Umiray River Forest Reserve_
Quezon - 4_106o24 has°

24° Marinduque Forest Reserve - 365.54 has,.

25. Northern Mindoro Forest Reserve - 480°42 has°
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Name of Gov't, Area of Total Area of Mining

_Rep_rvation .. Reservation pr__os_99t,s/exp__lor_t_ion

26. Narra Agricultural

$ettlement_ Palawan - 3_376.08 has.

27. Central Palawan

Resettlement Project - 14_881o3g has_

28, Mt. Lamtotao Forest

Reserve, Davao - 2_659,00 has°

29. impasugong Forest

Reserve_ Bukidnon - 84.05 has,

30. Tungawan-Malayal Forest
Reserve_ Zamboanga 2_7,72 has,

Source_ Basic Data from [:hi!ippine Buro._,_.uof [lineso
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are in these vast tracts of land will not be made available to society°

Although parts may be later released for mining purposes, the process

is difficult and lengthy (Bulletin Today_ May 169 1980_ p. 25_ May

_9_ 1980), (See Table 7)°

A_awin_ L. and H. Oliva (1979) investigated the effect of PoD.

1520 which declamed beach areas as touris_ zone_ on the iron ore

industry of the country, The ban on beach mining extinguished the

rapidly gmowing magnetite sand mining resulting in the loss of about

2000 jobs_ _93 million peso annual sales_ _7o'7 million taxes_ and the

transformation of all valuable minema!s in the beaches, such as ircn_

chromite and..silica into..ordinary sands and pebbles. This p?oblem

is known to a numbe_ of our government officials (Caoili_ A,_ 1978),

The _cvernment also requires the restoratio_: of mined ouc areas_

to their original sta_e (P,D.. 1198), or to a condition suitable for

habitation_ or agriculture and related activities, Abatement of

tailings poll?tion fom sometime has been :,inthe limelight. Tailings

ponds and related facilities to alleviate pollution from railings

run in the tens or. even hundred_ cf million pesos_ For instance_ a

project proposed by the Bureau of Mines to solve siltation due to mine

tailings in the Baguio District runs in the order of [%50 million_

A new decree, P.D, No. 1251_ imposed fees on pollution by private ownems

to compensate the victims° (Vitug_ M.;D._ Business Day_ Nov° 27_ p, 19_

Zamora, PoMo_ 1980).



Finally, mineral leases are also required to submit a work

program prescribing a minimum amount of expenditure for improvement

per hectare annually (e,_. _250/ha. for metallic deposits). It also

requires that the leases take measures aimed at providing for the

growth and development of any industry other than mining suitable to

the people residing in the area when the mine is already exhausted

(Bulletin Today,, June 24_ 19809 p. 20_ Bureau of Mines and Geosciences_

1980e_ p o _B7).

The discussions under investments leave the impression thatthe

mineral devel_pmcnt policies are in a confused state. On the one hand_

there is a set of _enerous incentives designed to attr{ct investors

only to be _::_],].cdby a battery of taxes and regulations that attack

not only the _ent but also the invested capital° Such ambivalence may

be costly in the sense that the government forgoes collecting certain

tax mevenues hoping that the act will induce _!certain level of

development which may never materialize because it is discouraged

by the constraints° It appeams that both the regulators and _he

re_iated are unaware that the costs of regu!_tion are part of the

soei61 benefits alon_ with taxes_ foreign exchange earnings and

employmen-l-_
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SUMMARY

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS

This review paper was designed to scan over the whole spectrum

of the Philippine Mineral Industry to see where gaps in infornmrion

or policy exist and to spot out problem areas. Despite the r_rity

of honest-to-goodness researches_ especially in the field of mineral

economics and policy, we think we have definitely identified voids in

information as well as problems in policy. The issues we raised_

including the approach and f_amewoPk, must be referred to part one

of this work. In fact, the conclusions and recommendations are

p_esented in the development framework constr_Icted in part one, or under

the variables of such model,

Factor Endowment

Our assessment of mesearch efforts indicate heavy concentration

in various types of surveys, mapping_ and resource inventomies which

have led to the accumulation of knowledge about the country's geology

and mineral wealth. These efforts_ along with those of the private

sector_ have provided the basic information for a mining sector that

the country can be proud of, especialf._ among developing countries.
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Emphasis on these works have been made properly, becuase these

are the sort of activities that should occupy government agencies since

_heir products are public goods _nd private firms can not be expected

to do them. Of course there are still a lot to be surveyed_ mapped:_

studied and eval,_.ted especially as new develonments increase our

economic zone_ new needs require the investigation of new parameters_

and new teehnolo_ies suggest fresh approaches° However_ there is a

need to improve the qualSty of work being done and ensure that they

will be adequate in amount and quality for rational national

planning° For instance, the surveys being carried out do not contain

information that is needed to measure the country's mineral resource

base and the resource inventories are not of "_he form that is useful

for national economic planning, in the sense of part one of this work.

It may be necessary to examine if the present organizatinn of

institutions dealing with the mineral industry is the best arrangement

possible. More efficiency may be _ained if_, ._s some people say_ the

geological survey becomes detached f1_m the regulatory functions of

the Bureau of Mines.

The need for better ,geological schools, laboratories_ and

research institutes must be studied and provided for especially as the

development requirements of the country expand° In particular_ the

need for a high caliber graduate school in th._._ geological and mineral

sciences may b_, umgenr_.
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Technology

Being an international industry_ mining must use the latest

or most efficient techno!ogy_ By and large the private sector takes

care of its technology needs. The private sector may tend to be too

myopic or conservative or may not be willing to undertake certain

activities with large public ccmponentso

As an old vanguard of the mineral industry suggested (A. Faretta_

1977), it may be useful if some entity continucusly monitors_ reviews_

and publishes technological or technical changes taking place in varlo_s

parts of the wc.rld. We may add_ moreover_ the need for studying the

implications cf such d_velopments to the domes'tic scene.

Researches to develop our own indigenous iron_ chrcnium_ and

aluminum _es_,umces must be cncou?aged. Again_ since researches are

bred in the g_aduate school, _t least _zne good quality school in the

geological and minerai sciences must be developed. This will also

facilitate the monitoring of new develepments as well as technology

transfer° Fir_ally, since a let of mineral and geological data are

gathered by n_iv_te firms_ such data mus_ be submitted to the prcper

government entity for eompilation_ collation_ interpretation and

publication after a reasonable time. This will ansure continuous

and pmogressive growth of mineral and geological information without
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too much cost d_nlicationo The data must be made accessible to

interested investigators after a specified time,

Global Economic Development

The developments in various parts of the _orld affect the

domestic industries. I'_is is amply demonstrated by the account on

the expansionary effect of increased gold prices on the domestic

gold industry before World Wam II_ followed by its subsequent decline

during the 1950s_ 1960s and early 1970s_ due to the decline in _he

real price of gold. Similar dependence of the local industries on

world events are indicated by the cases of cop_er_ iron_ ore and

chromite.

It is therefore expedient their systematic and c_ntinuing studies

of the markets for various minerals be made i_m our pGint of view.

The domestic industry must _lways be viewed as part of the world

picture° The nature and extent of topics pertinent to research and

policy are illustmate_ below°

To remain competitive the comparative advantage of the domestic

mineral industry must be m_nintained. These require knowledge about

the movement of production costs and the factors affecting them.

Specifically_ mineral policies and taxation must be studied_ so are

the costs of capital, labor, transportation_ enerEy and environmental

control.
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Access to market must also be carefully studied. Considering

the various stages of production_ alternative markets and the barriers

that must be hurdled to effect trade must be analyzed° Terms

obtainable from alternative markets must be evaluated so that the

best may be availed of.

Evolution of old and new markets must be analyzed to anticipate

changes, mitigate their adverse effects and amplify favorable ones,

The effects of activities like joininE a commodity agreement,

cartel_ or stockpiling upon the domestic economy must be carefully

studied and.evaluated.

As domestic industrialization proceeds its mineral requirements

must be anticipated and alternative sources identified.

In short_ studies of the world markets for the nlinerals we

export or use_ their supply_ demand, prlces, and availability_

including force_ that tend to distort market operaticn _ust be made

in the context of local conditions to develop policies that enhance

or protect the country's interests.
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Domestic Environment

Crucial to the development of mineral policies are the per-

ceptions about what the industry contributes to national welfare and

their costs_ regardless of whether such perceptions are real or

imagined_ true or false. On the one hand_ the role of the industry

as an important foreign exchange earner is universally acknowledged_

This is reinforced by contribution to government revenues_ employment_

and national prodact. Although less kno_m_ the industry also

contributes significantly to rural o_ regional development. On the

other handy some groups think that the industry is pampered with tax

exemptions and other incentives as it dew,fades the environment.

It is also coupled with the belief_ mainly false_ that the industry

is extremely lucrative and its profits benefit only a few wealthy

stockholders. These perceptions have led to the development 06

mineral policies which are r_plete with incentives countervailed by

eontmoversial taxes and rigorous envircnmental mules.

Numerous issues and <obits need be investigated to ar_ive at a

more rational mineral policy. Some of the topics are illustrated

below.

Given the characteristics of the mineral industry (which must

be established first) what role can it do best towards national
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development? Granted that such a role is identified and pursued_

what other national goals may be promoted? Having identified the

optimal goal_ what are the alternative strategies that may be used?

Concerning the _'balance_'between environmental protection and

development_ research and debates must be done to establish where the

desiz_la level must be, given our stage of development° We must

determine the social costs (and benefits) of environmental control

and decide how much we want to pay in terms of unemployment_ and

taxes foregone_ among o_herso We must enquire who gets the benefits

out of certain envimcnmental measures_ the poor_ the _ich_ the

tourists or Mother Natume? We must also investigate if the influx

of literature, counsels and advices from developed countries serves

to protect their comparative advantage vis-a-,vis developing countries

and at the same time _ke the !_,tter market f<>rthei? anti-pollution

gadgets and technologies°

}bw does a minin _ fi_m help in "the develcpn_nt of the community

where it is cited? How may the creative and desirable contributions

be amplified without much imposed requirements or regulations? How

can the government harness the development energies in the mining

fir_s to achieve regional devciopment? How _esirable or effective is

the current requirement on the mining firms todevelop non-m/ning.

industries?
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Regarding small miners_ what role in the national plan do they

play? In what ways can the government help them best?

On ma_ters of strategy_ it may be useful to know under wh_t

situations should direct regulation be preferred, over market

operation.

Investments

Source of development funds is a prime problem of mining°

The bulk of funds are mainly loans and p_rtly equity from foreign

sources. Domestic funds are secured f_m the stock market_ government

financial institutions and private banks_ and other sources°

Consequently the service contract arrangement was added to provide

an additional venue far tapping foreign investments.

A system of tax incentives exist which [i_kes the mineral.

industry one of the '_:mostawarded _:,.

However_ in recent years the _cverla-nenthas been exacting

higher taxes duri,ng profitable y_ars in the form of 5,_ va_iorem tax_

export tax_ and premium duty. To cor!Ipoundthe situation._ a series

of laws and regulations has been passed which restrict the operations

of minin_ firms and tend to increase costs°
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Consequently_ the investment situation in the mineral industry

has become complex wi_h _%ny uncertainties which may armest its

growth in the future.

Some issues and problems that may need f_mther study are

illustrated below°

Considering the costs of government requirements and regulations_

is the mineral industry still the favored one it used to be? In the

liKht of the principles reviewed in part one_ what should be considered

fair return c.n investments? If the mineral industry were treated

like a public utility would it continue to grow at the usual pace?

What are the implications of reduced mineral production to national

welfare?

Given the a.dvaloremj export and premium taxes_ what are their

implications to mineral investments? H_w _=_,_lr are these taxes? are

they not confiscatory?

Considaring the various tax incentive$_ by how much do they

affect the value of a mine?

With regard to the varlous requirements .and regulations it is

important to evaluate their costs (benefits) both to the firm and

society.
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Table 8

Mineral Research or Policy Priorities

Topic Priority

Factor Endowment

Io Review or Revision of Certain Plans or

Activities of Government to suit the need

for Socio-Economic Planning 2

2. A Study of the Need for a Geological

Survey Separate from the Bureau of Mines_ 4

3. The Need for Improved Geological and
Mineral Schools and Laboratories. 2

4o The Need for a Strong Graduate School

in the Geological and Mineral
Sciences, 1

Technology

I. Monitoring and Reviewing of Technological
and Technical Advances in Various Pa_ts of

the World and Analysis of Their Implications

to Domestic Industry 3

2. Development of Technologies to Harness Certain

Domestic Mineral Resources (e.g, Laterite). 5

3. Mechanism for Securing_ Storing_ Analyzin_

Synthesizing and Disseminating Mineral
Data from the Private Sector 2

Global Economic Environment

I. Comparative Study of Mineral Policies and
Taxation 2

2. Study of Comparative Mineral Costs 1

3. Study of World Mineral Markets in the Context

of Philippine Situation. 2
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I

Topic Priority

4. Study of Alternative Mineral Markets

which may he Tapped for Philippine

Exports or Imports 3

5. Study of Com_mod_ty Agreement_ Cartel

and Stockpiling of Certain Minerals
and Their Possible Effects on the

Domestic Industry 4

Domestic Environment

i. Given the Characteristics of the Mineral

Industry What Role can It do Best to Promote

National Development? 1

2. What Mineral Strategies may be Used to

Pursue the Development Goals of Government? 2

3. What are the Social Costs and Benefits of

Environmental Control Relative to Mining? 1

4. _ere should the Proper Balance Between

Environmental Protection and Development Be? I

5. Who Benefit from EnvironmenTal Protection More?

Rich? Poor? Tourists? Mother Nature? i

6 How Does Our Environmental m,_ '...... llcy Affect Our

Mineral Comparative Advantage? !

7. How Does A Mining Firm Help in the Development

of the Community Where it is Located? i

8. How can the Government Harness the Development

Energies in the Mining Firms to Achieve Regional

Development? 2

9. What role do Small Miners Play in National

Development? How can the Government Help
them Best? 2

10. To What Extent, or Under What Conditions Should

Direct Regulation be Preferred OveP Market
Mechanism? 2
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Topic P_iority

Investments

i. What Should be the Fair Rate of Return

to Mining? 2

2. In the Light of the New Taxes and

Regulations how Favored isthe

Mineral Industry? 2

3. Given Ad Valorem, Export and Premium Taxes_

What are Their Implications to Mineral

Investments? How Fair are they? i

4. How Do Incentives and Environmental

Regulation Affect the Value of a Mine 1

5. What are the Effects of Banning Large

Tracts of Land From Mineral Exploration_

and Exploitation on Supply? 4

6. Considering the Efforts of Government to

Help in Financing the Mineral Industry,

Evaluate £he Soundness of the Policy° 1

7. What are the Economic Characteristics of

the Mineral Industry which are Important

to Policy (Elasticity of Supply_
Economies of Scale, etc.)? 3

8. Study cf How Environmental Regulation may
be "Internalized" in the Market Process. 2

9. Trade-offs in Foreign Investments in Minerals -
Pros and Cons. 3

I0° An Approach Towards a Single Profit Tax-the

Equivalent of Percentage Taxes and Regulation 3
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Priorities

In this final section we present a list of topics_ problems, or

issues which are considered important for the development of the

mineral industry° By no means can we claim the list exhaustive but

in any case the problems identified flow from the analyzes and

discussions of this paper. Conceivably many others can be identified

by going over the work, _ee_ Table 8)

Problems identified are prioritized on the basis of urgency and

scarcity,of information in the area considered° In a scale of five_

one has the highest priority and flve the l¢w_Sto
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